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Abstract 
The thesis focuses on consolidation analysis using the poroelasticity theory, or Biot’s theory. It 
is written with a cumulative form including three research publications. The first two chapters 
of the thesis introduce briefly the topic, the poroelasticity theory, and finite element codes. 
Chapter 3 presents a fully coupled plug-in for FEFLOW software that aims to analyse land 
subsidence problem due to groundwater extraction. The plug-in was developed using the 
C++ programming language with FEFLOW APIs and Qt IDE. It is distributed freely on 
GitHub. Two techniques were used to increase the speed of the plug-in. First, the boundary 
conditions are applied for local stiffness matrices before they are assembled to the global 
stiffness matrix. Second, the global stiffness matrix is assembled using multicores of the 
central processing unit (CPU). 
Chapter 4 proposes a new approach to process data from the constant rate of strain test 
(CRST) for consolidation analysis. Instead of plotting test data on e-log(’) graph (where e is 
the void ratio and ’ is the effective stress) to obtain the compression index Cc and the 
compression index Cr, the back-analysis method is used to obtain stress-dependent parameters 
for finite element models based on Biot’s theory. An open-source software called CONAXIS 
was developed for this purpose. Codes and algorithms for CONAXIS were partly taken from 
previous FEFLOW plug-in. The proposed approach was compared with a commercial software 
named PLAXIS and was verified with data of two soft soil improvement projects in Mekong 
Delta, Vietnam. Both projects used prefabricated vertical drains (PVD) combining with 
surcharge loading and vacuum pumping as the improvement method. Each PVD has an 
influence zone that is idealised as a cylinder called a unit cell. Consolidation analyses for both 
projects were performed with axisymmetric models of unit cells in CONAXIS. In the first 
project, nine CRSTs from the same borehole with various depth were used to set up the model 
in CONAXIS. The soft soil thickness was 17.5 m. For the second project, six CRSTs from three 
boreholes were used, and the thickness of soft soils was about 35.0 m. Model results from 
CONAXIS were compared to field monitoring data. Both models showed a good agreement 
with field data. 
Finally, chapter 5 deals with radial flows in 3D models of PVD systems. To capture radial 
flows around PVDs, finite element meshes around PVDs must be discrete with small element 
sizes that lead to a heavy computational effort, especially for 3D models. A new approach 
based on Vimoke-Taylor concept was proposed to overcome this difficulty. Instead of 
modelling both the PVD boundary and the smear-zone around PVD, a drained-zone was used 
to represent both PVD and the smear-zone. The horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the 
drained-zone was modified with a correction factor that was determined by fitting numerical 
results with analytical solutions of the unit cell. Factors related to characteristics of PVDs and 
soils affecting the correction factor Cd were investigated with six patch tests. The results of the 
patch tests indicate that the Cd value depends mainly on three factors: the size of the drained-
zone, the size of the PVD and the smear-zone, and the mesh characteristic of the drained-
zone. When one of these factors changes, Cd must be recalculated. Conversely, Cd is not 
affected by changes in the soil properties and the discharge capacity of the PVD. 
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Preface 
Consolidation analysis of saturated porous media can be categorised into three main groups:  
(1) Investigate subsidence problems related to fluid withdrawal 
(2) Design of soft soil improvement  
(3) Examination of waste material consolidation by own weight (such as dredged materials, 
mine tailings, waste sludge, and slurry). 
This dissertation focuses on aspects to improve fully coupled models for consolidation analysis 
using Biot’s theory (i.e. poroelasticity theory) with the small strain assumption (E. Detournay 
& A. H. D. Cheng, 1993).  Hence, self-weight consolidation of soft soils, which have very high 
void ratios and large deformation, is not the subject of this dissertation. Instead, for such type 
of materials, the nonlinear consolidation theory is commonly used (Been & Sills, 1981; 
Radhika, Krishnamoorthy, & Rao, 2017).  
The dissertation is written in a cumulative form including three peer-reviewed publications 
given herein in as chapters 3, 4 and 5. Each chapter has its own introduction, methodology 
and results. Each of these chapters contains the unchanged content of the original publication. 
Hence, chapter 1 is a brief introduction that aims to introduce the topic. Chapter 2 provides 
more details about Biot’s theory and verifications of finite element codes used in three later 
chapters.  
• Chapter 3: Pham, H.T., Rühaak, W., Schuster, V., Sass, I., 2019. Fully hydro-
mechanical coupled Plug-in (SUB+) in FEFLOW for analysis of land subsidence due to 
groundwater extraction. SoftwareX 9, 15-19 
• Chapter 4: Pham, H.T., Rühaak, W., Nguyen, O.C., Ngo, D.H., Sass, I., 2019. Fully 
coupled analysis of consolidation by prefabricated vertical drains with applications of 
constant strain rate tests: case studies and open-source program. Geotextiles and 
Geomembranes. doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geotexmem.2019.12.009 
• Chapter 5: Pham, H.T., Rühaak, W., Schulte, D., Sass, I., 2019. Application of the 
Vimoke–Taylor concept for fully coupled models of consolidation by prefabricated vertical 
drains. Computers and Geotechnics 116, 103201 
As shown in Figure 1, chapter 3 presents code development for a fully hydro-mechanical 
coupled plugin for FEFLOW based on Biot’s theory. The application is feasible for analysis of 
land subsidence triggered by artificial or natural pore water pressure decrease. Codes and 
algorithms used to develop this plug-in were also applied to develop models and software in 
chapter 4 and chapter 5. Next, chapter 4 proposed a new approach to process data from the 
constant rate of strain test for consolidation analysis. Then, chapter 5 is adding another new 
approach to use Vimoke–Taylor concept to deal with radial flows in 3D consolidation models.  
Although chapter 3 and chapter 4 focus on consolidation analysis for prefabricated vertical 
drain (PVD) arrays, those applications are not limited to PVDs. The methodology in chapter 4 
can be used for a general consolidation analysis, and ideas from chapter 5 are capable of 
being used for other problems that have radial flows such as modelling bore heat exchangers 
(Diersch, Bauer, Heidemann, Rühaak, & Schätzl, 2011). 
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Chapter 3 and chapter 4 include the plug-in for FEFLOW and the software CONAXIS, which 
are open-source and are distributed on GitHub (https://github.com/pham-hung). The user 
manuals of these are not included in this dissertation but can be accessed via GitHub.  
Additionally, in chapter 4 and chapter 5, field and laboratory data were collected from two 
soft soil treatment projects in Mekong Delta Vietnam (section 1.6). 
Because Biot’s theory was used for all three publications and similar field data was used for 
chapter 4 and 5, it is unavoidable to have some repetitions among these chapters.  
 
 
Figure 1: Relations between research publications 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Consolidation process 
Saturated porous media consist of solid grains and pore space filled with fluid which is 
normally groundwater. When subjecting a pressure, the volume change of such porous media 
includes the deformation of solid skeletons, water, and pores that leads to the flow of pore 
fluids (Verruijt, 2016). However, the movement of fluids, which affects the deformation rate, 
is controlled by the permeability of the soil. This simultaneous hydro-mechanical process is 
governed by the consolidation theory (Verruijt, 2016). 
The one-dimensional consolidation theory was first developed by (Terzaghi, 1943) for soft 
soils in which the compressibility of water and soil grains was ignored. Terzaghi stated that 
“consolidation is any process which involves a decrease in water content of saturated soil without 
replacement of water by air.” (Terzaghi, 1943) When the compression of pore fluids and soil 
particles are disregarded, the volume deformation of soils is equal to the volume change of 
pores, which is a direct result of changes in effective stress. Instantly after being loaded, all 
pressure is resisted by pore fluids leading to the development of the excess pore water 
pressure (EPWP). Then, EPWP dissipates gradually causing increases in effective stress; 
simultaneously, soil deformation occurs. 
Biot generalised Terzaghi’s theory for three dimensional (3D) problems with the consideration 
of compressibility of fluids and soil particles (M. Biot, 1956; M. A. Biot, 1941). Hence, Biot’s 
theory can be used to describe behaviours of not only unconsolidated rocks but also other 
stiffer porous materials such as sandstone. Therefore, the theory has been widely applied for 
modelling in both the geotechnical field and in deep reservoir engineering. 
Consolidation analysis in the meaning of this dissertation is to determine the deformation 
magnitude, the deformation rate and the EPWP dissipation rate of saturated porous media.  
Theoretically, the consolidation process can happen with any porous materials. In case of soils 
with high permeability (such as sands or gravels) and hard porous (meant is matrix porosity 
herein) rocks, EPWP cannot be built up, or it dissipates very quickly. Therefore, the 
consolidation analysis is not necessary. However, soils that have low permeability and high 
compressibility such, consolidation analysis is a mandatory task. Problems whose 
consolidation process must be taken into account can be categorised into three groups:  
1. Land subsidence due to fluid withdrawal 
2. Soft ground treatment 
3. Self-weight consolidation of waste materials such as dredged materials, mine tailings, 
waste sludge, and slurry.  
Both Terzaghi’s theory (Terzaghi, 1943) and the poroelasticity theory (Verruijt, 2016)  
assume that the strain during the consolidation process is small (i.e. infinitesimal strain 
theory). This assumption is valid for the first and second group, but it cannot be applied for 
the third group, whose materials have very high initial void ratio resulting in large 
deformation. Instead, a large strain consolidation theory must be used (Been & Sills, 1981; 
Radhika et al., 2017). Hence, the consolidation analysis of waste materials is not the object of 
this dissertation. 
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1.2. Consolidation process in land subsidence due to fluid withdrawal 
1.2.1. Causes of land subsidence 
Withdrawal of oil or gas, water for geothermal usage, or groundwater can cause land 
subsidence in the order of several meters with many serious consequences such as earth 
fissures, flood, land loss, or damage to infrastructure. For instance, nearly 9 m subsidence 
occurred in the Wilmington Oil Field area because of oil extraction (Colazas & Strehle, 1995). 
Subsidence created a major crisis, destroyed roads and buildings, and created localised 
earthquakes. Also in America, hydrocarbon withdrawal was the reason for land loss and 
subsidence along the Texas Gulf Coast (Sharp & Hill, 1995). In the geothermal area, 
extracting hot water in New Zealand triggered serious subsidence in Wairakei (up to 14 m), 
Tauhara (2 m), Ohaaki (3 m), and Kawerau (0.8 m) (A.Bloomer & S.Currie, 2001). 
Concerning overexploitation of groundwater, floods happen more frequently in Ho Chi Minh 
City Vietnam (Q. T. Nguyen, 2016), Bangkok Thailand (Phien-wej, Giao, & Nutalaya, 2006), 
and Jakarta Indonesia (Abidin et al., 2011) due to land subsidence combining with the sea 
level rise. If the land subsidence is not controlled, many areas of these cities will be 
submerged. 
The mechanism of the land subsidence due to fluid withdrawal is related to the consolidation 
process (Poland, 1984). Extracting fluids lead to decreases in the pore pressure of confined 
aquifer systems or lowering the groundwater table in the unconfined aquifers. These cause 
increases in soil effective stress resulting in soil deformation or land subsidence. Aquifers 
containing gravels and sands have low compressibility and high permeability, hence they 
respond quickly to changes of pore pressure or effective stress. In contrast, aquitards and soft 
layers below land surface consisting of fine-grained particles are highly compressible and low 
permeable. The consolidation process occurring within these stratum takes a long time, and 
sometimes this phenomenon is called the land subsidence lagging (Chen et al., 2019).   
Land subsidence analysis or consolidation analysis of land subsidence, which usually is 
performed by hydrogeologists, aims to predict the magnitude and the rate of subsidence 
corresponding to scenarios of fluid withdrawal or injection. From there, decisions for 
sustainable fluid extraction rates can be made, or methods to control land subsidence can be 
studied. Land subsidence can be estimated using empirical methods or theoretical approaches 
including analytical and numerical models based on either the conventional groundwater 
theory combining with 1D Terzaghi’s theory or the poroelasticity theory (Galloway & Burbey, 
2011). Among these techniques, numerical modelling has been applied the most (Galloway & 
Burbey, 2011; Rivera, Ledoux, & De Marsily, 1991; Teatini, Ferronato, Gambolati, & Gonella, 
2006; Ye et al., 2016). 
1.2.2. Consolidation analysis of land subsidence 
Under the assumption that there is no horizontal deformation, land subsidence can be 
estimated by using two-steps models. First, a groundwater model is set up to determine a 
drawdown of the phreatic surface resulting in increases in effective stress. Then, the 
magnitude of the land subsidence is calculated using 1D Terzaghi’s consolidation theory. This 
approach is typically used in the field of hydrogeology because it requires less computational 
efforts, especially for regional models based on the finite difference method- for instance, 
MODFLOW with interbed storage packages (Leake & Galloway, 2007). 
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However, land subsidence is a real three-dimensional phenomenon. Generally, ignoring 
horizontal deformation can lead to overestimating the settlement magnitude, particularly in 
the vicinity region closed to pumping wells (Galloway & Burbey, 2011). For instance, the 
horizontal movement of the Wairakei geothermal field was up to 4.3 m that could not be 
neglected (A.Bloomer & S.Currie, 2001). In the review of regional land subsidence 
accompanying groundwater extraction, Galloway and Burbey stated that models based on the 
poroelasticity theory, which is not popular among hydrologists, are necessary to analyse the 
realistic behaviour of aquifer settings (Galloway & Burbey, 2011). 
1.3. Consolidation process in soft soil treatment 
Foundations (soil or rock) of infrastructure facility projects need to have sufficient strength 
and stiffness to carry loads from other structures without causing any problem related to large 
deformations or instabilities. Hence, when considering a location for a project, from the 
geotechnical engineering view, it is preferable to choose a location whose natural soils satisfy 
those requirements. However, besides the geotechnical aspect, there are also many other 
factors concerning social and economic requirements need to be considered that result in 
selecting a soft soil site, which has low strength, high compressibility and low permeability 
soils. For instance, to be easily accessed, a container terminal must be located in a coastal 
area that lays on a soft clay deposit (Cai Mep International Terminal, Vietnam) (C.-O. 
Nguyen, Tran, & Dao, 2019). Alternatively, because of the shortage of available land, facilities 
such as airports and seaports have to be placed on reclaimed land from the sea whose soils 
are not strong enough to support associated structures (Kansai International airport in Japan, 
Changi International airport in Singapore) (J. Chai & Carter, 2011). In those cases, a ground 
improvement method before construction activities is inevitable. 
Soft soil improvement techniques aim to prevent large and/or differential settlements and 
subsequently potential damages to structures. They can be categorised into two main groups 
(Bergado, 1996). The first group involves works on the soil only such as dewatering (sand 
drains, PVD, horizontal drains) and compaction (preloading using earth fills, water in tanks, 
vacuum loading, groundwater lowering).  The purpose of these methods is to speed up the 
consolidation process and to take up soil deformations induced by structures before they are 
built. The second group requires adding extra materials into soils and utilisation of 
reinforcements; for instance, deep mixing method using lime and cement, chemical piles, 
sand compaction piles, stone columns or granular piles. Following these techniques, soils are 
strengthened to have enough stiffness and strength to withstand structure loads. 
1.3.1. Soft soil treatment using PVD 
Among soft soil improvement methods, PVDs combined with surcharge loading and vacuum 
water extraction have been widely used because of many advantages (Bergado, 1996; Bo, 
Arulrajah, Horpibulsuk, & Leong, 2015; J. Chai, Horpibulsuk, Shen, & Carter, 2014; Hiep & 
Chung, 2018; Indraratna, Sathananthan, Rujikiatkamjorn, & Balasubramaniam, 2005; 
Kumarage & Gnanendran, 2019; Liu & Rowe, 2015; B.-P. Nguyen & Kim, 2019; Rixner, 
Kramer, & Smith, 1986; C. Rujikiatkamjorn & Indraratna, 2006; Tajuddin et al., 2014; Zhou, 
Lok, Zhao, Mei, & Li, 2017). PVDs are band-shaped and have channelled plastic cores 
wrapped with geotextile membranes. When PVDs are installed into a formation, water can 
pass into the filter and discharges along the channel.  PVDs are installed into soils vertically 
and are arranged in a triangular or a rectangular pattern. On the surface, a permeable sand 
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layer is added, which acts like a drained layer. When vacuum extraction is not used, an earth-
fill layer that induces preloading stress is built above the sand layer. In case PVDs are 
combined with the vacuum pumping, horizontal pipes are connecting from the PVD grid and 
the sand layer with the pump. An impervious plastic liner (geotextile, mostly made of high-
density polyethylene) covers all the treated area; hence, the vacuum pressure can be applied. 
Additionally, to sustain a hydraulical decoupling of the treated area, a vertical clay wall is 
usually closing the array to all directions. Theoretically, with the vacuum pump, the maximum 
suction can be reached close to the air pressure (-98.1kPa). However, in reality, the maximum 
vacuum pressure is only around -80 kPa. Therefore, if the vacuum pressure is not enough (i.e. 
required preloading value is greater than the vacuum pressure), another earth fill layer is 
added on the top of the geotextile.  
PVDs combined with surcharge load and vacuum extraction has many advantages (J. Chai & 
Carter, 2011). First, because of radial soil water flow into the PVDs instead of vertical flow to 
the surface, the drainage treatment time is shortened; therefore, the consolidation process is 
thus accelerated which results in enhanced construction time. Second, the method is simple 
and can be applied to a large area without requiring heavy machinery. A number of drill rigs 
may be operated simultaneously to save time. Third, dimensions of PVDs are small; hence, 
drilling PVDs reduces the soil disturbance. Finally, the method is environmentally friendly 
because no cement and lime e.g. or chemical agents are added into the soil. 
1.3.2. Consolidation analysis for PVD systems 
Consolidation analysis for PVD systems is required to answer fundamental questions for the 
construction design. 
1. What is the maximum settlement? 
2. How to characterize the soil deformation over time and what are potential risks?  
3. How long does it take until structural construction can be built?  
4. What are the dimensioning parameters of the PVD array?  
5. What the dimensioning parameters of the earth fill layer?  
The performance of a PVD system is analysed by using either an analytical model (S Hansbo, 
1981; Indraratna et al., 2005; B.-P. Nguyen & Kim, 2019; Zhou et al., 2017) or a numerical 
model (Hiep & Chung, 2018; Liu & Rowe, 2015; Pham, Rühaak, Schulte, & Sass, 2019; C. 
Rujikiatkamjorn & Indraratna, 2006; Cholachat Rujikiatkamjorn, Indraratna, & Chu, 2008; 
Tajuddin et al., 2014). Each PVD has a specific influence zone that is idealised as a cylinder 
called unit cell. The radius of the unit cell is determined based on the installed pattern of 
PVDs and the distance between PVDs. When installing PVDs into soils using a machine with a 
mandrel, the mandrel can disturb soils and create zones called smear zones. Dimensions of 
PVDs and smear zones are also converted into equivalent circular zones. When the discharge 
capacity of the PVD is infinitive, the well resistance is ignored and vice versa. 
Because the unit cell is cylindrical, analytical solutions of the unit cell were developed based 
on the axisymmetric model. Barron first introduced analytical solutions for different cases: 
free strain with or without the smear zone and the well resistance, equal strain with or 
without the smear zone and the well resistance (Barron, 1948). Barron’s solutions contain 
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Bessel functions that are laborious to compute; hence, Hansbo developed simpler solutions for 
equal strain cases that have been widely applied (Sven Hansbo, 1976). Afterwards, based on 
Barron and Hansbo’s solutions, other analytical solutions for specific cases have been 
introduced. For instance, Indraratna developed the solution for PVDs with vacuum preloading 
(Indraratna et al., 2005) or Zhou et al. presented the solution for multi-layer soil cases (Zhou 
et al., 2017). 
Numerical models of PVD systems can be divided into three main groups: axisymmetric 
models of the unit cell, 2D plane strain models, and 3D models (J. Chai & Carter, 2011; 
Walker, 2011). While both the finite element method (FEM) and the finite difference method 
(FDM) are used for axisymmetric models, FE models based on Biot’s theory (i.e. poroelasticity 
theory) are commonly used for 2D and 3D analyses. Axisymmetric models are the most 
common and are applied for complicated cases that cannot be solved with analytical 
solutions. For example, different scenarios of surcharge loads, varied length of PVDs (C.-O. 
Nguyen et al., 2019), nonlinear soil properties and multi-layers of soils (Zhou et al., 2017).  
When PVDs are installed under long embankments and horizontal deformations are essential, 
2D plane strain models are frequently utilised (Walker, 2011). According to Chai (J. Chai & 
Carter, 2011), methods for modelling PVD systems using 2D plane strain models can be 
divided into four groups. The first group models PVDs with solid elements and matches the 
consolidation degree of unit cell and plane strain models (Indraratna & Redana, 1997). The 
second group uses macro elements in FEM. The third group simulates PVDs using 1D 
elements (Hird, Pyrah, & Russel, 1992). Finally, the fourth group modifies the vertical 
hydraulic conductivity to combine drainage effects of both PVDs and soils (J.-C. Chai, Shen, 
Miura, & Bergado, 2001). Along with axisymmetric models, 2D plane strain models are used 
extensively for practical purposes. 
In many cases, because of the essential effects of three-dimensional deformations, 3D modes 
are needed. For instance, when PVDs are used for circular or square embankments or when 
surcharge loads are not uniform. However, 3D models of PVD systems have been published 
barely or incompletely. Particular exceptions include Rujikiatkamjorn (C. Rujikiatkamjorn & 
Indraratna, 2006; Cholachat Rujikiatkamjorn et al., 2008), where a large cylindrical unit cell 
(450 mm diameter and 850 mm height) and a PVD system (a 14 x 25 x 20 m treated zone 
with 350 PVDs) were modelled in ABAQUS using solid elements. Limitations of full 3D 
models for PVD systems arise from three reasons: a large number of PVDs, small sizes of PVDs 
and smear zones and radial flows into PVDs. These problems lead to significant increases in 
the number of nodes, the number of elements and the total degrees of freedom in FEM 
models, especially for fully-coupled 3D models, which results in excessive computational 
efforts. 
1.4. Soil properties and laboratory measurements for consolidation analysis 
Key input parameters consolidation analyses are the soil permeability, the soil compressibility 
and the soil strength. These parameters are usually obtained from consolidation tests (the 
oedometer test or the incremental loading test-ILT (ASTM-D2435, 2011), the constant rate of 
strain test – CRST (ASTM/D4186M-12e1, 2014), Rowe cell test (Sheahan & Watters, 1996)), 
the permeability test and shear tests (the direct shear test(ASTM-D3080, 2011), the triaxial 
shear test(ASTM/D7181-11, 2011)). Among these tests, the ILT and the CRST are the most 
popular and important.  
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Fig. 1-1: Scheme of the incremental loading test-ILT (a) and the constant rate of strain test-CRST (b) 
 
In the ILT (Fig. 1-1 a), the soil sample is laterally constrained by O-rings and is axially 
sandwiched between two porous stones on the top and the bottom. Weights are placed on the 
frame to cause stress on the top of the soil sample. Soil vertical deformations are measured by 
a dial gauge or a linear variable differential transformer. Usually, each load level is kept 
constant during 24 hours before the next weight that is double the previous weight is added. 
Hence, it often takes a week to conduct a test. Meanwhile, in the CRST (Fig. 1-1b), the porous 
stone on the bottom is replaced by an impermeable rigid plate with a pore pressure 
transducer that records the excess pore pressure (EPWP) taken place during the test. 
Furthermore, the loading frame is connected to the motor so that the strain rate is controlled 
by the computer and is kept constant. In comparison to the ILT, test data of the CRST is 
continuous and is recorded automatically (Fig. 1-2 a-b). Moreover, the CRST only take one to 
two days for a test. 
 
Fig. 1-2: Processing data from ILT and CRST; (a)-results of a ILT; (b)-results of a CRST; (c)-e~log(’) graph to 
determine the compression index, recompression index and pre-consolidation stress; (d)-stress-dependent 
parameters obtained from the CRST using ASTMD4186. 
 
As shown in Fig. 1-2, despite the differences between recorded data of the CRST and the ILT, 
the same oedometer test theory is commonly used for both tests to obtain parameters for FE 
models (compression index Cc and recompression index Cr) by plotting test data as log (’) ~e 
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graph (Fig. 1-2 c), where ’ is the vertical effective stress and e is void ratio. While the vertical 
effective stress for the ILT can be computed directly from weights, ASTM-D4186 is used to 
calculate ’ from the CRST data (ASTM/D4186M-12e1, 2014) based on the theory developed 
by Wissa (Wissa, 1971). Additionally, dependences of the compressibility and the hydraulic 
conductivity on the effective stress can also be obtained from CRST data with Wissa’s theory 
(Fig. 1-2 d). These stress-dependent curves can directly be used as input parameters for FE 
models. However, this approach has not applied yet. 
1.5. Aims of the work 
The reported research proposes new approaches for consolidation analysis using fully hydro-
mechanical coupled FE models based on Biot’s theory. The first part of this dissertation 
(chapter 3) introduces a FEFLOW plug-in called SUB+ for 3D land subsidence analysis. 
FEFLOW is a well-known finite element software for groundwater, heat transfer, and 
transport modelling. However, FEFLOW is not capable of modelling land subsidence. The 
algorithm and codes used to develop the plug-in are used for later works. Then, in chapter 4, 
a new method to process laboratory data of CRST is proposed. An open-source software called 
CONAXIS is developed for this purpose. Finally, chapter 5 applies the Vimoke-Taylor concept, 
which has been widely used in groundwater modelling, to reduce computational efforts of 3D 
consolidation models that contain radial flows. 
Two approaches in chapter 4 and chapter 5 are applied for consolidation analysis of PVD 
systems because the laboratory data and field monitoring data for this type of problem are 
available. However, applications of these approaches are not restricted to PVD systems. The 
laboratory data processing method in chapter 4 can be used for a general consolidation 
analysis. Ideas in chapter 5 can be applied to other cases that also have radial flows such as 
consolidation by sand columns or rock columns, flows into bore heat exchangers or 
geothermal wells. 
1.6. Field data 
The field data including laboratory data and field monitoring data in chapter 4 and chapter 5 
were from two soft soil improvement projects located in Mekong Delta Vietnam. The first 
project is Ca Mau Gas Processing Plant (CMGPP), and the second project is Saigon-Hiep 
Phuoc Port Terminal (SHPT) (Fig. 1-3a). In the CMGPP project, the treated area is 
approximately 330 m x 113 m that has 17.5 m thickness of soft soils. Compared to the CMGPP 
project, the SHPT project has a larger improvement area (505 m x 222 m) with a double 
thickness of soft soils (35.0 m). In both projects, PVDs combining with the surcharge loading 
and the vacuum pumping methods were used to reduce post-construction settlement and 
construction time (Fig. 1-3b). The high-quality soil samples for the CRST were retrieved by 
the piston sampler with thin wall tube (Fig. 1-3c).  
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Fig. 1-3: a-Locations of the Ca Mau Gas Processing Plant and Saigon-Hiep Phuoc Port Terminal projects; b-
installing PVDs; c-the piston sampler. 
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2. Poroelasticity theory and development of finite element codes 
2.1. Poroelasticity theory 
2.1.1. 3D Cartesian coordinate 
Fig. 2-1 shows a representative element in Cartesian 3D coordinate system. The displacements 
in x, y, z-direction are denoted as u, v and w, respectively. The pore water pressure is denoted 
as p and the total head is H. The total head is related to the pore pressure by:   
= +w eH p z   (2.1) 
where w is the unit weight of water and ze is the elevation.  
 
Fig. 2-1: A representative element in the Cartesian coordinate system with total stress components 
 
The poroelasticity theory includes the storage equation and the stress equilibrium equations. 
The storage equation is defined as (E. Detournay & A. H.-D. Cheng, 1993; Wolfram Rühaak, 
Bense, & Sass, 2014; W. Rühaak, Pei, Heldmann, & Sass, 2017; Verruijt, 2016):  


  
            
+ − − − =     
                 
0
yx z
f f f
kk kp p p p
S
t t x x y y z z
  (2.2) 
where  = xx + yy + zz is the total volume strain;  is the Biot’s coefficient; t is the time; S is 
the storativity; ki is the hydraulic conductivity in x, y, z-direction; ii (i = x, y, z) is the axial 
strain components; and  f  is the unit weight of water. The storativity is defined as (Verruijt, 
2016): 
( )= + −f sS nC n C   (2.3) 
where n is the porosity; Cf is the compressibility of water; Cs is the compressibility of solid 
grains (or the soil skeletons). 
The stress equilibrium equations are (Cheng, 2016; E. Detournay & A. H.-D. Cheng, 1993; 
Verruijt, 2016): 
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  (2.4) 
where ij and 'ij are the total stress and the effective stress components respectively and fi is 
the body forces. The total stress is the sum of the effective stress and the pore pressure: 
( )     = + = + −' 'ij ij ij e wp H z   (2.5) 
where  is the Kronecker delta. 
The relation between the effective stress and the strain follows Hook’s law (Cheng, 2016; 
Verruijt, 2016):   



   
       
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       
= − + − − − −     
       
       
= − + − − − −     
       
   
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  
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  (2.6) 
where K = 1Cm is the bulk modulus; Cm is the compressibility of porous media; G is the shear 
modulus.  
Equation 2.2 and equation 2.4 are the full-coupled equations that contain four variables: a 
displacement each in x, y, z-direction and the pore pressure p. Equation 2.2 implies that the 
change of the total volume, which has two components (𝜕𝜕) and S(𝜕p𝜕t), is equal to the 
amount of water that exits the element (kp). The former component is caused by changes 
in effective stress, and the latter component is derived from changes in the pore pressure. 
2.1.2. Axisymmetric coordinate 
For the axisymmetric models, the coordinate system is shown in Fig. 2-2. The horizontal and 
vertical displacement and the excess pore pressure are denoted as u, v and p, respectively. 
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Fig. 2-2: Axisymmetric coordinate system 
 
Equation 2.2 is rewritten for the axisymmetric coordinate system (Verruijt, 2016). 

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  (2.7) 
Similarly, equation 2.4 and equation 2.6 are rewritten as (Verruijt, 2016): 
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  (2.8) 
where rr, , rz, zz are the total stress components, fr and fz are the body force components 
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  (2.9) 
where rr zz and  are the strain components; ’rr, ’zz, and ’θθ are the effective stress. 
2.1.3. Uncoupled approach – a simple form of the poroelasticity theory 
Assuming that there is no horizontal deformation, f the gravity direction is the negative z-
direction, we have:  
 = = 0xx yy   (2.10) 
If porous media behaves as an elastic material, then: 
( ) ( )       = = − = − − = − − − 
'
zz v zz v zz v zz w em m p m H z   (2.11) 
where mv = 1(K+4G3) is the confined compressibility of porous media. From equation 2.11, 
we have:  
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Substituting equation 2.12 into equation 2.2 gives: 
( )

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+ =   + 
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f
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m S p m
t t
  (2.13) 
If the total stress is assumed to be constant over time, the second term of the right-hand side 
is zero, and equation 2.13 becomes: 

 
=   
   
s
f
p k
S p
t
  (2.14) 
Equation 2.14 is the form of the Jacob equation for confined unsteady groundwater flow 
(Jacob, 1940). The modified new storativity parameter Ss includes the compressibility of 
water, solid grains and porous media. Equation 2.14 has only the pore pressure or total head 
as the variable or it is an uncoupled form of the coupled equation system of Biot’s theory.  
2.2. Backward time integration 
The storage equations (equation 2.2 or equation 2.7) contain the time variable. To solve these 
equations, they are integrated over a time step t . We denote 
0t  as the beginning of the time 
step, and = + 1 0t t t  is the end of the time step.  
For 3D models: 
     
  
           
− + − −  + − =      
                 
1 0 1 0( ) (t ) ( ) ( ) 0
yx z
f f f
kk kp p p
t S p t p t t
x x y y z z
  (2.15) 
where p  is the average pressure during the time step t . 
( ) ( ) ( ) = − +0 11p p t p t   (2.16) 
where   is the interpolation parameter.  =1 indicates a backward finite difference 
approximation in time,  = 0 is the forward approximation scheme (Euler scheme) and 
 = 0.5  is the Crank-Nicolson scheme (Butcher, 2016). The backward integration scheme is 
used in this dissertation. Hence, equation 2.15 with the backward integration scheme 
becomes: 
 
  
           
 +  −  + − =      
                 
0
yx z
f f f
kk kp p p
S p t
x x y y z z
  (2.17) 
where   indicates the incremental form of the total strain and the pore pressure, and p implies 
1p .  
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Similarly, for axisymmetric models, the incremental form with the backward integration 
scheme of equation 2.7 is: 
 
  
    
 +  − + + = 
     
1
0zr r
f f f
kk kp p p
S p
r r r z z
  (2.18)   
2.3. Galerkin approximation method 
Within a time step t , we denote d  and p  as the incremental vectors of the displacement 
field and the pore pressure field, respectively. For 3D models   =   
T
d u v w  and for 
axisymmetric models   =  
T
d u v . 
With the FE method, a calculation domain is divided into a number of elements noe.  
Incremental vectors of the displacement and the pore pressure field of each element are  ed  
and  ep , respectively. 
The incremental displacement and the pore pressure of a point inside an element are 
approximated by Galerkin method: 
 =  =  =  =; ; ;d e d e d e p eu N u v N v w N w p N p   (2.19) 
where 
dN  and pN  are the shape functions of the displacement field and the pore pressure 
field. For each element type, detailed of shape functions are presented in Appendix C. 
2.3.1. 3D Cartesian coordinate 
The storage equation 2.17 is written under the weak form as: 
 
  
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1
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  (2.20) 
The incremental strain: 
   
  
 =  +  +  =  +  + 
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d d d
xx yy zz e e e
N N N
u v w
x x x
  (2.21) 
Substituting equation 2.21 into equation 2.20 gives: 
  
    
 +  +  +  
   
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−  + + =                       
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  (2.22) 
The incremental approximation form of the stress equilibrium equations is: 
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  (2.23) 
From equation 2.22 and equation 2.23, the coupled equation set is written under the matrix 
form is: 
   
       
     
=     
−   +  − +         0
T
K L Fd
t P p t QpL M t P
  (2.24) 
where [K] is the matrix for the displacement field, [M] and [P] are the matrices for the 
transient field, [L] is the coupled matrix, p0 is the water head of the previous calculation step, 
F is the incremental load vector, and Q is the extract rate vector.  The detailed explanations 
are given in Appendix A. 
2.3.2. Axisymmetric coordinate 
Similarly, the total incremental strain component for axisymmetric models is: 

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  (2.25) 
Equation 2.18 is written under the weak form as: 
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  (2.26) 
The incremental approximation form of the stress equilibrium equations is: 
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From equation 2.26 and equation 2.27, a similar equation as equation 2.24 can be obtained. 
Detailed explanations are presented in Appendix B. 
2.4. Finite element code development 
The finite element codes in chapter 3, 4 and 5 are open-source and are distributed via GitHub 
(www.github.com/pham-hung). Codes are developed using C++ programming language 
with Qt framework (https://doc.qt.io/). To recompile or to extend the codes, the following 
components need to be installed: 
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- Qt-5 (static version for FEFLOW Plug-in): https://www.qt.io/download 
- Eigen library: http://eigen.tuxfamily.org/index.php?title=Main_Page 
- Intel MKL: https://software.intel.com/en-us/mkl 
- Visual Studio C++ or g++ as the compiler 
2.5. Finite element code verifications 
2.5.1. 1D Terzaghi’s problem (Axisymmetric and 3D models) 
A 1.0 mm radius and 10.0 m height soft soil column (Fig. 2-3) is laterally constrained. The 
bottom boundary is fixed with no vertical displacement and is impervious. The top boundary is 
free drained and is applied a pressure q = 98.1 kN/m2. The soil properties are: 
- Isotropic 
- Hydraulic conductivity −= 710 m/sk   
- The compressibility of water 
−= 10 210  m /kNfC   
- The bulk modulus = 2500 kN/mK   
- Poisson’s ratio  = 0.3   
- The shear modulus = 2230.77 kN/mG   
- Biot’s coefficient  = 1  
- The total consolidation time =100T days and the number of calculation step is 
=100ns  
- The porosity = 0.6n   
- The storativity ( ) −= + − =  8 26 10  m /kNf sS nC n C  
 
Fig. 2-3: Terzghi’s problem, 2D axisymmetric model and 3D model. 
 
The initial excess pore pressure = =
2
0 98.1 kN/mp q . According to Terzaghi’s solution 
(Verruijt, 2016), the EPWP at the time t and position z is:  
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  (2.28) 
where 
vc  is the consolidation coefficient.  
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Fig. 2-3 shows FE meshes of 2D axisymmetric and 3D models. Results of numerical models at 
the bottom boundary are compared to analytical solutions in Fig. 2-4. They are almost 
identical.   
 
Fig. 2-4: Comparison results of the pore pressure at the bottom boundary among numerical models and the 
analytical solution. 
 
2.5.2. De Leeuw’s problem (Axisymmetric and 3D models) 
A cylindrical soil sample that has the diameter 2a = 2.0 m and the height 1.0 m is constrained 
by two plates on the top and the bottom (Fig. 2-5). The sample is loaded by a uniform 
pressure q=98.1 kN/m2 at the outer boundary, which is also the drained boundary.  
Immediately after applying the pressure q , the initial excess pore pressure is p0~q = 98.1 
kN/m2. The pore pressure at a position that has radius r and at the time t is calculated as 
(Verruijt, 2016): 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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− −
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1 0
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J J r ap
p c t a
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  (2.30) 
where J0, J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind zero order and first order,   is the Poisson’s 
ratio, S is storage specific;  is the Biot’s coefficient, K  and G  are the bulk modulus and the 
shear modulus respectively, 
vc  is the consolidation coefficient, and  j  for j=1,2,3… are the 
roots of function: 
( ) ( )  =1 02j c jJ m J   (2.31) 
The parameter  is defined as: 
( )  = − −1 /(1 2 )   (2.32) 
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The parameter mc is: 
  
  
= + +  
  
2 21 1 /
2 3
cm S K G    (2.33) 
  
Fig. 2-5: De Leeuw’s problem, 2D axisymmetric model and 3D models. 
 
Soil properties are Cf = 10-7 m2/kN, Cs = 0 m2/kN, K = 500 kN/m2,  = 0.1, G = 545.45 
kN/m2, kx = ky = kz = 10-9 m/s, n = 0.64,  = 1, S = 6.4 x 10-8 m2/kN, mv = 8.148 x 10-4 
m2/kN, cv=0.0108 m2/d, simulation time t = 20 days and the number of calculation steps ns 
= 200. Fig. 2-6 shows results of numerical models and the analytical solution. The differences 
are trivial.  
 
Fig. 2-6: Comparison results of the pore pressure at the centre among numerical models and the analytical 
solution. 
 
2.5.3. Mandel’s problem (3D model) 
A square prism soil sample, which has a 2a x b dimension (Fig. 2-7), is constrained by two 
rigid plates on the top and on the bottom. Two sides of the x-direction are free and drained. 
The z-direction is also constrained.  
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Fig. 2-7: Mandel’s problem and 3D model 
 
A constant force 2F causes a uniform pressure q (kN/m2) on the top boundary. The excess 
pore pressure p at the position x (m) and at the time t (s) is calculated as (Abousleiman, 
Cheng, Cui, Detournay, & Roegiers, 1996): 
  

  

=
  
=  −  −  
−    

2
2
11
sin2
cos cos exp
sin cos
i i i v
i
i i i i
x c tF
p
aA a a
  (2.34) 
where B is Skempton’s coefficient,  = 0.5u  is the undrained Poisson’s ratio, A1 and A2 are 
defined as equation 2.35 and 2.36, and and  i  with i=1, 2, 3… are the roots of function 
2.37. 
( )= +1 3 / 1 uA B v   (2.35) 
( )  = − −2 1 2 /(1 )A   (2.36) 
 − =1 2tan ( / ) 0i i A A   (2.37) 
Fig. 2-7 shows the 3D model of Mandel’s problem. The soil properties are K=500 kN/m2, 
 = 0.1 , −= 910k  m/s, = 100q  kN/m2, = 0sC m
2/kN, 
−= 710fC  m
2/kN, = 0.64n , 
 = 1000t  s and the total calculation step = 200ns . Comparisons between numerical results 
and analytical results are presented in Fig. 2-8.   
 
Fig. 2-8: Comparison of pore pressure results at t = 10000 s and t = 200000 s between the analytical solution and 
3D model 
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2.5.4. Cryer’s problem (3D model) 
A sphere soil sample, which has the radius a = 1.0 m, is compressed by a uniform load q 
(kN/m2) via the outer boundary (Fig. 2-9). The outer boundary is drained. The initial pore 
pressure is p0. 
 
Fig. 2-9: Cryer’s problem and 3D model 
 
The pore pressure at the centre of the soil sample at the time t (s) is calculated as (Verruijt, 
2016):  
( )
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-  j  are the positive roots of the equation ( )  − − =21 tan 0j j j  
-  The parameter ( ) 
+
= + 2
4 / 3
1 /
2
K G
KS
G
  
-  The other variables are similar to equation 2.31. 
Soil properties are K = 500 kN/m2,  = 0.1, k = 10-9 m/s, q = 100 kN/m2, Cs = 0 m2/kN, 
Cf=10-7 m2/kN, n = 0.64, t = 86400 s and ns = 100. Fig. 2-10 shows a perfect fit between 
the 3D model and the analytical solution. 
 
Fig. 2-10: Pore pressure at the centre of the sphere, comparison between the 3D model and the analytical 
solution. 
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3. Fully hydro-mechanical coupled Plug-in (SUB+) in FEFLOW for analysis of land 
subsidence due to groundwater extraction 
This chapter is reproduced from: Pham HT, Rühaak W, Schuster V, Sass I. Fully hydro-
mechanical coupled Plug-in (SUB+) in FEFLOW for analysis of land subsidence due to 
groundwater extraction. SoftwareX. 2019 (Pham, Rühaak, Schuster, & Sass, 2019).  
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Extensive groundwater extraction leads to the drawdown of the groundwater table, which can increase
the stress of soils and lead to land subsidence. Analyses of land subsidence generally require numerical
models based on the poroelasticity theory. FEFLOW is a well-known commercial finite element software
that is one of themost widely used for groundwater, heat transfer, and transportmodelling. However, it is
not capable of modelling land subsidence. Here, we introduce a plug-in called SUB+ and a pre-processing
software PSUB that can be used for fully coupled land subsidence analyses using the poroelasticity theory.
The plug-in and the software are developed using C++ with Qt-Framework. The Eigen and Intel MKL
libraries are used for matrix operations and the sparse matrix solver. Although FEFLOW is closed-source,
SUB+ and PSUB are open-source and available on GitHub.
© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Current code version V1
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1. Motivation and significance
The topic of land subsidence due to groundwater extraction
is an important issue in many regions all over the world, for
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: pham@geo.tu-darmstadt.de (H.T. Pham).
example, Shanghai China [1], Jakarta Indonesia [2], Bangkok Thai-
land [3], Mexico City Mexico [4], Mekong Delta Vietnam [5], Cal-
ifornia USA [6], and Northeastern Saxony Germany [7]. Usually,
land subsidence models are developed by hydrogeologists under
an assumption that there is no horizontal deformation [6]. Hence,
land subsidence problems can be solved using two uncoupled
models, or two-step models. First, a groundwater model is used to
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.softx.2018.11.004
2352-7110/© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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obtain changes in the groundwater level that lead to differences in
the effective stress. Then, the settlement magnitude is calculated
using an analytical method or a numerical model. This approach
is typically used in the field of hydrogeology because is easy to
implement, especially with the finite difference method — for
instance, MODFLOWwith interbed storage packages [8].
However, land subsidence is a three-dimensional (3D) problem.
Ignoring horizontal deformation can lead to overestimating the
magnitude of the settlement, particularly in the vicinity of pump-
ing wells [6]. In a review of regional land subsidence accompany-
ing groundwater extraction, Galloway and Burbey [6] stated that
models based on the poroelasticity theory are necessary to anal-
yse the realistic behaviour of aquifer settings. The poroelasticity
theory was first initially developed by Biot [9] based on the one-
dimensional consolidation theory of Terzaghi. Then, it was later
further extended by Biot and Verruijt [10,11].
FEFLOW is a commonly used finite element software for
groundwater, heat transfer, and transportmodelling purpose, how-
ever, FEFLOW is not capable ofmodelling land subsidence. FEFLOW
provides an API (application programming interface) to develop
plug-ins. Based on the poroelasticity theory, we developed a plug-
in, named SUB+, that can not only be used for land subsidence
problems but also general consolidation analyses. Furthermore, a
software package called PSUB was developed to visualise results
from SUB+. With SUB+, FEFLOW acts as a pre-processing tool. The
geometry, the mesh, input material parameters, time step setting,
and boundary conditions are processed in FEFLOW. Subsequently,
SUB+ uses these data to assemble the global matrix and solve the
system of equations. Finally, results from SUB+ are saved as ASCII
files and are visualised by using PSUB.
SUB+ and PSUB were developed using C++ with the cross-
platform framework Qt. The source code can be compiled both
on Windows and Linux. Matrix operations and the sparse matrix
solver are based on Eigen and Intel MKL libraries [12,13], which
ensure that SUB+ is fast and reliable. SUB+ is verified with analyt-
ical solutions of Terzaghi and Deleeuw’s problems. For Windows
end-users, SUB+ and PSUB are provided as a single .dll and .exe
file, respectively. All third-party libraries are linked statically. Thus,
Windows users can use SUB+ and PSUB immediately without any
configuration.
This paper outlines the poroelasticity theory and main features
of SUB+ and PSUB. Details about the installation, the theory, veri-
fications, and the user manual are provided separately as supple-
mental materials.1
2. Theory
We introduce the poroelasticity theory (or Biot’s theory), which
is used to develop SUB+. Detailed information is found in the
works of Biot [9,10,14,15], Verruijt [11], and in the supplementary
materials.1
2.1. Fully coupled poroelasticity theory
We consider a representative element in three dimensions
(Fig. 1), where the displacements in x, y, z-direction are denoted
as u, v, and w respectively. The pore water pressure is denoted as
p, and the total head is H.
The total head is related to the pore pressure by:
H = pγw + Ele (1)
where γw is the unit weight of water and Ele is the elevation.
1 The supplementary material available in the github link https://github.com/
pham-hung/Subsidence_FEFLOW/blob/master/Documents/User_manual.pdf.
Fig. 1. A representative element in the Cartesian coordinate system with total
stress components.
The system equation of the poroelasticity theory includes the
storage equation (or the groundwater equation) and the stress
equilibrium equations. The storage equation is defined as:
α
∂ε
∂t
+S ∂H
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− ∂
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− ∂
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= 0 (2)
where ε = εxx + εyy + εzz is the total volume strain; α is the Biot’s
coefficient; t is the time; S is the storativity; ki is the hydraulic
conductivity in x, y, z-direction; and εii (i = x, y, z) is the axial
strain components. The storativity is defined as:
S = nCf + (α − n) Cs (3)
where n is the porosity; Cf is the compressibility of water; Cs is the
compressibility of solid grains (or the soil skeletons).
The stress equilibrium equations are:
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(4)
where σij and σ ′ ij are the total stress and the effective stress
components respectively and fi is the body forces. The total stress
is the sum of the effective stress and the pore pressure:
σij = σ ′ij + αδp = σ ′ij + αδ (H − Ele) γw (5)
where δ is the Kronecker delta.
The relation between the effective stress and the strain follows
Hook’s law:
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where K = 1/Cm is the bulk modulus; Cm is the compressibility of
porous media; G is the shear modulus.
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Fig. 2. FEFLOW program flow and main functions of SUB+ Plug-In.
Eqs. (2) and (4) are the full-coupled equations that contain four
variables: three displacements in x, y, z-direction and the pore
pressure p (or the total head H). Eq. (2) implies that the change
of the total volume, which has two components α(∂ε/∂t) and
S(∂H/∂t), is equal to the amount of water that exits the element
∇(k∇H). The former component is caused by changes in the effec-
tive stress, and the latter component is derived from changes in the
pore pressure.
2.2. Uncoupled approach — a simple form of the poroelasticity theory
In conventional groundwater theory, it is assumed that there is
no horizontal deformation. If the gravity direction is the negative
z-direction, we have:
εxx = εyy = 0 (7)
If porous media behaves as an elastic material, then:
ε = εzz = −mvσ ′zz = −mv (σzz − αp)
= −mv [σzz − αγw (H − Ele)] (8)
wheremv= 1/(K+4G/3) is the confined compressibility of porous
media. From Eq. (8), we have:
α
∂ε
∂t
= −αmv ∂σzz
∂t
+ α2mv ∂H
∂t
(9)
Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (2) gives:(
α2mv + S
) ∂H
∂t
= ∇ (k∇H)+mv ∂σzz
∂t
(10)
If the total stress is assumed to be constant over time, the
second term of the right-hand side is zero, and Eq. (10) becomes:
Ss
∂H
∂t
= ∇ (k∇H) (11)
Eq. (11) is the conventional groundwater equation that is also
used in FEFLOW. The new parameter Ss includes the compressibil-
ity of water, solid grains, and porous media. Eq. (11) has only the
total head as the variable or it is an uncoupled form of the coupled
equation system of Biot’s theory. The land subsidence problems
now are solved in two steps:
– Step 1: Solve Eq. (11) to obtain results of the total head field
for each time step.
– Step 2: Calculate vertical deformation for each time step
according to changes in the water head.
Uncoupled models are suitable when there is no horizontal de-
formation and the total vertical stress is constant. In some cases,
when horizontal movements are large (e.g. near pumping wells),
this approach overestimates 1D settlement [6].
2.3. Finite element approximation
Applying the Galerkin approximation method with the back-
ward integration scheme for Eqs. (2) and (4), the coupled equations
are written under the matrix form:[
K L
−LT M +∆tP
]{
∆d
∆H
}
=
{
∆F
−∆tP × H0 +∆tQ
}
(12)
where ∆t is the calculation time step; K is the matrix for the
displacement field, M and P are the matrices for the transient
field; L is the coupled matrix; ∆d = {∆u ∆v ∆w}T is the
incremental displacement vector; ∆H is the incremental water
head vector; H0 is the water head of the previous calculation step;
∆F is the incremental load vector; and Q is the extract rate vector.
3. SUB+ Plug-in and PSUB description
Fig. 2 shows the program flow of a finite element model in
FEFLOW. FEFLOW has three main modules:
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– Problem editor: To edit geometry, input parameters, and
boundary conditions of the model.
– Simulator: To solve systems of equations.
– Post-Processing: To visualise results.
SUB+ is called in the problem editor phase and in the simulator
phase. Whereas, PSUB is an alternative to the post-processing
phase.
The main functions of SUB+ are:
– In the problem editor phase: SUB+ creates a saved folder, a
setting folder, user nodal and elemental data to assign bound-
ary conditions and input parameters for themechanical field.
Other input data for the hydro field is processed in FEFLOW
in a regular way.
– During the simulation phase: SUB+ gathers all information
related to nodes, elements, material properties, calculation
time, and boundary conditions. Then, SUB+ uses these data to
assemble the global coupled matrix and solve the system of
equations. Finally, SUB+ calculates element stress and saves
results as ASCII files in the saved folder.
PSUB imports output data generated by SUB+ and visualises them.
PSUB can scale the coordinate, scale the deformation, show re-
sults of a specific calculation step or make an animation. Step-
by-step instructions for using SUB+ and PSUB are provided in the
User_manual.pdf file.
3.1. Assembling the global matrix using multi-threads
Two specific techniques are used to increase the speed of SUB+.
The first is for assembling the global matrix in Eq. (12) usingmulti-
threads. The second is for applying Dirichlet boundary conditions
directly to element stiffness matrices before they are assembled
into the global matrix.
Fig. 3 shows howSUB+ assembles parallel the globalmatrix. The
number of available threads is m, and the number of elements is
noe. Each thread will loop over n elements to calculate n element
stiffness matrices. Each coefficient of an element stiffness matrix
is stored as an element of a vector. With m available threads, m
vectors are created. Elements of vectors are tuple type. A vector
element contains a row index i, a column index j, and a coefficient
from an element matrix. When all threads finish, all vectors are
concatenated as a single vector, and the global matrix is generated
by using this vector.
3.2. Applying dirichlet boundary conditions for each element stiffness
matrix
The global matrix is sparse. Only non-zero values are stored
with the row and column indices. If Dirichlet boundary conditions
Fig. 3. Multi-threading assembly the global matrix algorithm.
are applied after assembling the global matrix, the number of non-
zero coefficients changes. It is time-consuming and not memory
efficient. To overcome this difficulty, Dirichlet boundary conditions
are applied to each element stiffness matrix before it is assembled
into the global matrix. Since element matrices are small dense
matrices, this operation is trivial.
4. Example
In this section, we consider an aquifer system that has 14 layers
(similar to the situation in the Vietnamese Mekong Delta [5]).
The model data is given in Table 1, where kxx, kyy, kzz are the
hydraulic conductivity (kxx = 3kzz), and K is the bulk modulus. All
layers are considered to have the same porosity n = 0.6 and the
compressibility of solid grainCs = 1× 10−10 kN/m2.
The initial total head of the system is 0.0m. The simulation time
is ten years and the number of time steps is 365. The boundary con-
ditions, the model size, and the extract well locations are shown in
Fig. 4. Each well has 200 m3/d extraction rate.
The number of nodes is 23636, the total degrees of freedom
is 94544, and the number of elements is 43484. In this specific
example, for each calculation step, SUB+ takes approximately two
seconds to assemble the globalmatrix and another four seconds for
the sparse matrix solver on the author’s computer (Xeon 1230v5,
4 cores, 3.4 Ghz).
Fig. 5 shows the total head and the land subsidence magnitude
at the final analysis step using PSUB. Themaximumdecrease of the
groundwater water head is −2.68 m, and the maximum surface
settlement is 0.216 m. Although all extract wells have the same
pumping rate, areas that are far away from the constant total head
boundaries (the total head is zero) have the largest subsidence.
Table 1
Input data for the aquifer system.
Layer Type kxx = kyy
(m/d)
kzz
(m/d)
Poisson’s
Ratio
K
(kN/m2)
Thickness
(m)
Top Elevation
(m)
1 Aquitard 3.3e−4 1.1e−4 0.4 2991 18 −9
2 Aquifer 8.2 2.73 0.3 56277 24 −27
3 Aquitard 1.1e−3 3.6e−4 0.4 20468 22 −51
4 Aquifer 46.8 15.6 0.3 51587 14 −73
5 Aquitard 1.8e−2 6e-3 0.4 48611 39 −87
6 Aquifer 59.5 19.8 0.3 106732 13 −129
7 Aquitard 5.7e−7 1.9e−4 0.4 77778 39 −139
8 Aquifer 11.3 3.77 0.3 116801 21 −178
9 Aquitard 3.7e−3 1.23e−3 0.4 109546 44 −199
10 Aquifer 67.5 22.5 0.3 114638 18 −243
11 Aquitard 2.6e−3 8.67e−4 0.4 131827 38 −261
12 Aquifer 39.5 13.17 0.3 108605 21 −299
13 Aquitard 1.1e−3 3.67e−4 0.4 146751 41 −320
14 Aquifer 6.8 2.27 0.3 71982 59 −361
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Fig. 4. Geometry and boundary conditions of the aquifer system with 14 layers and extraction wells.
Fig. 5. Simulation results after ten years (z-coordinate is exaggerated five times); In (a) the total head (m) is displayed while (b) shows the magnitude of land subsidence
(m).
5. Impact and conclusions
The plug-in SUB+ and the program PSUB provide a simple,
powerful, and effective tool to analyse land subsidence problems
in FEFLOW based on Biot’s theory. Many available groundwater
models in FEFLOW now can benefit from SUB+ and PSUB. When
land subsidence analyses are needed with those models, only pa-
rameters and boundary conditions for the mechanical field are
added. The other information is untouched.
Moreover, applications of SUB+ and PSUB are not limited to
land subsidence analyses; they can be used to solve other problems
that share the same theory. For instance, consolidation analyses of
soft soil foundations, or they can be extended to support thermal-
hydro-mechanical (THM) modelling. Future developments will in-
clude the extension of SUB+ to consider nonlinear materials and
to be used from other well-known groundwater codes, such as,
for instance, MODFLOW, OpenGeoSys, and Hydrus. A standalone
version is planned.
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A B S T R A C T
The paper proposes a new approach to use measured data of the constant strain rate test (CRST) for analysis of
consolidation by prefabricated vertical drains (PVDs). Each PVD has an influence zone that idealised as a unit
cell. Consolidation behaviour of a unit cell is studied with an axisymmetric finite element (FE) model based on
Biot's theory. From a CRST data, ASTM-D4186 or the back-analysis method is used to obtain stress-dependent
parameters for the model. An open-source FE software named CONAXIS was developed for these purposes. Data
from two projects in Mekong Delta Vietnam were used in this study. In the first project, nine CRSTs with various
depths from a borehole were conducted. Two tests were chosen to be simulated using the proposed approach
implemented in CONAXIS and the soft soil model in PLAXIS for validation and comparison purposes. Comparing
to the laboratory data, CONAXIS gave more accurate results than PLAXIS. Then CONAXIS was used to calculate
the settlement of the ground surface during the construction process with different scenarios. For the second
project, six CRSTs from three boreholes were used to set up the model in CONAXIS. Modelled results of both
projects showed good agreements with field monitoring data.
1. Introduction
The one-dimensional (1D) theory of consolidation was proposed by
Terzaghi (1943). Biot generalised Terzaghi's theory for three-dimen-
sional (3D) problems so-called the poroelasticity theory, which was
later further extended by Biot and Verruijt (Biot, 1941, 1955; Verruijt,
2016). It has been integrated into various commercial software such as
PLAXIS, ABAQUS, Sigma/W. Numerical solutions of the poroelasticity
theory have been studied by many researchers in different aspects, for
instances, the numerical stability (Reed, 1984), the pore pressure os-
cillation (Murad and Loula, 1994), the convergence of finite element
approximation (Haga et al., 2012), the time step scheme (Sheng and
Sloan, 2003). However, previous works usually relied on constant va-
lues of the poroelastic model parameters (i.e., the bulk modulus, the
hydraulic conductivity).
Parameters for consolidation analyses are usually obtained from the
odometer test (incremental loading test – ILT), which spends approxi-
mately a week for a test. In 1969, Smith and Wahls proposed a new
consolidation test by applying a constant rate of strain (CRS) that
shortens the testing time to one to two days. Moreover, test data is
continuous and is recorded automatically. Because of these advantages,
the CRST was standardised in the early ‘80s as ASTM-D4186 based on
the theory developed by Wissa et al. (ASTM/D4186M-12e1, 2014;
Wissa, 1971). In the CRST, the compressibility and the vertical con-
solidation coefficient of soil samples change continuously during the
test in accordance with the applied stress. Based on those values,
parameters for the poroelasticity theory can be determined if Poisson's
ratio is known. Hence, these parameters depend on the vertical effective
stress or the void ratio.
Previous studies on the CRST can be categorised into two main
groups that are the CRST itself and usage of the CRST for consolidation
analyses. The first group focuses on proper strain rates (Ozer et al.,
2011), comparisons between the CRST and the ILT (Fantaziu and
Musat, 2014; Jia, 2010), evaluating the theory to interpret results from
the CRST or modelling the CRST using constitute models for the geo-
technical field such as the soft soil (SS) model and the modified Cam-
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Clay (MCC) model (Jia, 2010). Table 1 shows some examples of the
second group. Most of those studies were to predict settlement during
the consolidation process in projects that used prefabricated vertical
drains (PVDs) as the soft soil improvement method. Finite difference
models or analytical solutions for unit cells were utilised; input para-
meters were horizontal and vertical consolidation coefficients (ch and
cv) obtained from e-log (σ′) curves, where e is the void ratio and σ’ is the
effective stress. With this approach, data of the CRST is processed si-
milarly to the ILT. Hence, the advantages of the CRST are not fully
considered. Dependence of the bulk modulus and the hydraulic con-
ductivity on the effective stress obtained from continuous data of the
CRST has not been taken into account. Additionally, source codes for
those models are closed-source; they were used only by the authors.
Various studies on using the finite element method to analyse be-
haviours of PVD systems have been published (Hiep and Chung, 2018;
Kumarage and Gnanendran, 2019; Liu and Rowe, 2015; Nguyen and
Kim, 2019; Ni et al., 2019; Rujikiatkamjorn and Indraratna, 2006;
Rujikiatkamjorn et al., 2008). However, none of those models uses di-
rectly stress-dependent parameters obtained from the CRST. Instead,
the MCC model and the SS model have been commonly chosen
(Indraratna and Redana, 2000; Rujikiatkamjorn and Indraratna, 2006;
Rujikiatkamjorn et al., 2008), in which key input parameters are the
compression index, the recompression index and the hydraulic con-
ductivity. The compression and the recompression indices for a specific
material zone do not usually change during calculation processes, while
the hydraulic conductivity can be a constant or approximately depend
on the void ratio. Nevertheless, when a curve e-log(σ’) has an S-shape
(Liu et al., 2013) or the compression index is not constant (Bo et al.,
2017), using a single value of the compression index for the MCC and SS
model is not sufficient to represent real behaviours of soft soils.
All the above discussions lead to an idea to develop FE models based
on the poroelasticity theory with stress-dependent parameters obtained
from the CRST for consolidation analyses of unit cells. Using FE models,
the smear zone and the discharge capacity of PVDs can be considered.
Furthermore, various boundary condition types can be applied. Because
such an approach has not been implemented before, validations must
be carried out. The most suitable validated scheme is to simulate the
CRST itself, i.e. to compare modelled results to experimental data. If the
method is capable of modelling the CRST (i.e. modelled results fit ex-
perimental data), it can also be employed for upscale models.
Here, an open-source FE software named CONAXIS (github.com/
pham-hung/Conaxis) is introduced for the purposes explained above.
CONAXIS was developed using C++ with the cross-platform frame-
work Qt; hence, the source code can be compiled on both Windows and
Linux. The program and the source code are freely provided on GitHub.
More information related to the theory, verifications, examples and
tutorials can also be found there. As the code is open-source, it is free to
use, distribute and modify in accordance with the license.
Two soft soil improvement projects in Mekong Delta (Vietnam)
were chosen as case studies of combining Biot's theory and stress-de-
pendent parameters gained from the CRST using CONAXIS. Both pro-
jects used PVDs, surcharge loading and vacuum pumping as the ground
improvement method. The methodology and the procedure for con-
solidation analysis are explained in detail for the first project; then, they
are applied for the second project. All data is provided on GitHub.
In the first project, nine CRSTs with various depths from a borehole
were carried out. Two arbitrary tests among them were modelled with
CONAXIS for validation purposes. Moreover, they were also simulated
with PLAXIS using the SS model. Modelled results from CONAXIS and
PLAXIS then were compared to laboratory data. While CONAXIS pro-
duced almost exactly total stress values, differences between PLAXIS
results and measurements were considerable. In terms of the excess
pore water pressure (EPWP), relative errors between results from both
software and recorded data were also significant. Therefore, a back-
analysis scheme was developed and implemented in CONAXIS to
minimise those errors. For the unit cell model, back-analyses for all nine
CRSTs were performed initially. The results were K-σ′zz and kz-σ′zz
curves, where K is the bulk modulus, kz is the vertical hydraulic con-
ductivity and σ′zz is the vertical effective stress. Afterwards, these
curves were directly used for the unit cell model.
For the second project, six CRSTs from three boreholes were utilised
to set up the unit cell model in CONAXIS. As in the first project, the
back-analysis procedure was also used for all tests to obtain stress-de-
pendent parameters.
2. Theory and methodology
Brief information about the CRST, equations from ASTM-D4186 to
interpret test data, the unit cell theory for consolidation analyses of
PVD systems and the poroelasticity theory are mentioned here. In-depth
descriptions are found in ASTM-D4186 (ASTM/D4186M-12e1, 2014),
the summary of Chai (Chai and Carter, 2011), and works of Verruijt
(2016).
2.1. Constant rate of strain tests
In the CRST (Fig. 1), the soil specimen is axially sandwiched be-
tween the porous stone on the top and the rigid plate on the bottom,
and it is laterally constrained by O-rings. The load cell is connected to
the motor so that the strain rate is constantly kept during the test. The
deformation and the pore pressure taken place during the test are
measured and recorded through the linear variable differential trans-
former (LVDT) and the pore pressure transducer, respectively.
The measured data includes values recorded by LVDT ΔH (m), the
vertical applied pressure σ (kPa) and the pore pressure p (kPa) from the
pore pressure transducer. The initial data of a soil sample is the initial
height H0 (m) and the initial void ratio e. According to ASTM-D4186,
either the linear theory or the nonlinear theory can be used to interpret
data from the CRST. Both theories assume the compressibility mv (m2/
kN) and the consolidation coefficient cv (m2/s) are constant over the
depth of the sample at any time.
At any given time t, in case of the linear theory, equations 23–27 in
Table 1
Applications of the CRS test for consolidation analyses.
Authors Analysis method Soil improvement method Location
Suzuki and Yasuhara (Suzuki and Yasuhara, 2004) Finite difference PVDs Japan and Indonesia
Suzuki and Takeuchi (Suzuki and Takeuchi, 2008) Finite difference PVDs Haiphong, Vietnam
Nguyen and Pham (Nguyen and Giao, 2014) Analytical solution PVDs and vacuum Vungtau, Vietnam
Nguyen and Tran (Nguyen and Tran, 2015) Finite difference PVDs and vacuum Camau, Vietnam
Fig. 1. The CRS test scheme and reading values.
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ASTM-D4186 (ASTM/D4186M-12e1, 2014) are used to calculate the
average vertical effective stress σ’ (kPa), the vertical hydraulic con-
ductivity kv (m/s), the compressibility mv and the consolidation coef-
ficient cv. For the nonlinear theory, equations (×1.1-X1.4) are applied
instead.
On the other hand, the compressibility mv can be expressed as:
= + = +m K G µK µ14 /3 13 (1 )v (1)
where K (kN/m2) is the bulk modulus, G (kN/m2) is the shear modulus
and μ is the Poisson's ratio. From equation (1), if Poisson's ratio is
known, the bulk modulus and the shear modulus are obtained for each
time; these parameters are considered to depend on the average vertical
effective stress or the void ratio.
2.2. Unit cell models for consolidation analysis of PVD systems
PVDs are band-shaped and have channelled plastic cores wrapped
with geotextile filters. Water from soft soils passes the geotextile filter
and then flows along the channelled core to the free surface. Instead of
vertical flow, water flow is radial, and the length of the drainage paths
is shortened significantly. The consolidation rate is thus speeded up.
PVDs are often installed in a triangular pattern or a square pattern with
an appropriate distance using a special machine that has the mandrel to
push PVDs into the soils. The mandrel can disturb the soils around PVDs
and create the smear zone.
Each PVD has a specific influence zone that is idealised as a cy-
linder, which is called a unit cell. The radius of the unit cell re (m) is
determined based on the field installation pattern, and the distance
between PVDs. At the centre of the unit cell, dimensions of the PVD and
the smear zone are converted into equivalent zones that have radii rw
(m) and rs (m), respectively.
Consolidation analysis for a unit cell is performed with an axisym-
metric model (Fig. 2). The horizontal and vertical displacements and
the EPWP are denoted as u, v, and p, respectively. The left and the right
boundaries of the unit cell have u = 0; the bottom boundary has v = 0.
If the well resistance is ignored (i.e. the discharge capacity of PVDs is
infinitive), the PVD boundary has zero EPWP (p = 0). In contrast, the
flow along PVD is considered as the one-dimensional (1D) flow.
2.3. Axisymmetric finite element models based on the poroelasticity theory
The coordinate system of axisymmetric models is shown in Fig. 3.
The equation system includes the storage and stress equilibrium equa-
tions. The storage equation is defined as:
+ = + +
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where α is the Biot's coefficient (for soft soils α= 1, Ss = nCf + (α-n)Cs
(m2/kN) is the storativity, n is the porosity, Cf (m2/kN) and Cs (m2/kN)
are compressibilities of water and soil skeletons, kr (m/s) and kz (m/s)
are the horizontal and vertical hydraulic conductivity, respectively, and
ε is the total strain.
The stress equilibrium equations for r-direction and z-direction are:
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where σrr, σθθ, σrz and σzz are the total stress components, fr and fz are
the body force components. The total stress is calculated according to
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where εrr, εzz and εθθ are the strain components; σ′rr, σ′zz and σ′θθ are the
effective stress.
Applying the Galerkin approximation method for equations (2)–(5)
with the backward interpolation scheme, the coupled system is written
under the matrix form:
+ = × +K LL S t M dp Ft M p t Q[ ] [ ][ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]T 0 (6)
where =d u v{ } { }T is the incremental displacement vector, Δp is
the incremental pore pressure vector, p0 is the initial pore pressure
vector, Δt is the time step, [K] is the matrix for the displacement field,
[S] and [M] are matrices for transient field, [L] is the coupled matrix,
ΔF is the incremental load vector, and Q is the extract rate vector.
3. The CONAXIS software
CONAXIS (i.e. consolidation analysis of axisymmetric systems) is
an open-source software developed using C++ with the cross-platform
framework Qt (Pham et al., 2019a, 2019b). The source code can be
compiled both on Windows and Linux. CONAXIS focuses on con-
solidation analyses for unit cell models using directly stress-dependent
parameters obtained from the CRST. CONAXIS is freely provided on
GitHub. For Windows users, CONAXIS can be used immediately
without any configuration. For Linux users, the source code needs to be
compiled again. Detailed information related to verifications, tutorials,
program description and examples is also available on GitHub.
3.1. Modelling the CRST in CONAXIS
The purpose of re-simulating the CRST is to validate the proposed
approach (i.e. using stress-dependent parameters obtained from the
CRST for consolidation analyses) by comparing modelled results with
laboratory data. If the simulated outputs fit laboratory values, the
proposed approach can be applied to upscale models to solve practical
problems.
Fig. 4a illustrates the FE mesh and the boundary conditions of a
CRST model in CONAXIS. The model has the height H0 and the radius
R. As the sample is laterally constrained by O-rings, the left and the
right boundaries of the model have u = 0 (no horizontal movement).
The bottom is assigned the boundary condition v = 0 (no vertical
movement), and the top boundary is the drained boundary condition
p = 0 (no EPWP).
For each time step, a measured dataset of a CRST includes the ap-
plied pressure on the top of the sample (from the loading frame), the
top vertical displacement (from LVDT) and the EPWP on the bottomFig. 2. Unit cell models.
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(from the pore pressure transducer). However, in the FE model, the top
boundary can only be assigned a pressure (Neumann's boundary con-
dition) or a displacement (Dirichlet's boundary condition). Therefore,
there are two possibilities to evaluate differences between modelled
results and measured data.
The first possibility is to assign pressure values from the loading
frame converted to nodal forces to the top boundary. Modelled results
are the average EPWP of bottom nodes and the average vertical dis-
placement of top nodes; then, these values are compared to experi-
mental data. It is called the load control procedure. The second is the
strain control procedure, in which values from LVDT are used as the
boundary condition for the top boundary instead of the applied pres-
sure. The average total stress of all elements is determined and com-
pared with values from the loading frame.
From a dataset of a CRST, CONAXIS first calculates the bulk mod-
ulus K, the shear modulus G and the vertical hydraulic conductivity kz
for each time step based on ASTM-D4186 using either the linear theory
or the nonlinear theory. Because there is only the vertical seepage flow,
the horizontal hydraulic conductivity kr does not affect modelled re-
sults. Therefore, kr is assumed to be equal to kz. Furthermore, modelled
time steps are taken from the test data (the first column in Fig. 1). Both
the load control procedure and the strain control procedure are avail-
able in CONAXIS.
It is noted that at any given time step, the bulk modulus, the shear
modulus and the hydraulic conductivity are identical for all elements of
the model. In other words, the soil sample is considered as a re-
presentative elementary volume. This satisfies Wissa's assumptions
(Wissa, 1971).
3.2. Back-analysis: a new approach to interpret data from the CRST
Assume that Poisson's ratio is known, at any given time step, the
values of the bulk modulus and the vertical hydraulic conductivity are
Km and kz,m, respectively. From the laboratory data, the applied stress
and the EPWP are σn and pn. With the strain control procedure, the
average total vertical stress of all elements and the average EPWP of
bottom nodes of an FE model are denoted as σzz,m and pm.
Relative errors between recorded values and modelled results are
defined:
=J p p
p
( )
pore
m n
n (7)
=J ( )stress zz m n
n
,
(8)
As previously mentioned in section 2.1, the bulk modulus Km and
the vertical hydraulic conductivity kz,m can be obtained by using ASTM-
D4186. When modelled results fit recorded values, the errors Jstress and
Jpore are expected to be small.
If Jstress and Jpore of each time step are minimised by modifying the
input parameters Km and kz, m, an optimisation problem with a con-
straint condition occurs:
> >J Jk K;0; 0 ,pore stressz m m, (9)
where ε is a defined tolerance.
Solving equation (9) is a back-analysis process with objective
functions Jpore and Jstress. The back-analysis is an iterative process,
which was described by Shoji (Shoji et al., 1990). The process starts
with initial values of model parameters; they are then modified after
each iteration until convergence criteria are reached.
Several methods can be used to solve the back-analysis problem
such as the conjugate gradient method (Arai et al., 1987) and the
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) formula (Shoji et al., 1990).
However, both methods require calculating derivatives of the objective
functions of Km and kz,m to determine the search direction. This leads to
computing two derivatives of the global matrix stiffness of Km and kz,m
that is complicated. Therefore, CONAXIS uses the secant method in-
stead (Fig. 4-b). Starting with the first row of a recorded dataset, the
detailed steps are:
• Step 1: Calculate values of the objective functions Jpore and Jstress
with initial values kz0 and K0. Choose Jpore or Jstress to minimise first.
It is the point P0 (kz0, K0, J0) in Fig. 4-b.• Step 2: Modify kz0, K0 to find the point P1.• Step 3: Find an intersection between the line P0P1 and the plane
kzOK. The intersection point is P2 (kz2, K2, J2). Recalculate the ob-
jective function with kz2, K2 get to J2.• Step 4: Repeat Step 1 to Step 3 until |Ji| ≤ ε and move to the next
objective function.• Step 5: When both Jpore and Jstress are smaller than ε, move to the
next row.
An intersection point between a line and a plane is easy to find, and
no derivative is needed. After the back-analysis process, for each time
step, the average vertical effective stress of all elements σ′zz is calcu-
lated. The bulk modulus K and the hydraulic conductivity kz depend on
σ′zz.
Fig. 3. (a) The axisymmetric coordinate system; (b) The rectangular element; (c) The 1D element; (d) The finite element mesh.
Fig. 4. (a)-A model of a CRS test; (b)-Secant method for the back-analysis
process.
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4. First case study: camau gas processing plant (CMGPP)
4.1. Project description
The CMGPP located in Camau Vietnam was built on a large area
(~330 m × 113 m) that had 17.5 m thickness of soft soils. To reduce
the post-construction settlement and to reduce the construction time,
PVDs combined with surcharge loading and vacuum pumping were
used to accelerate the consolidation process. The PVDs grid was 1.0 m
by 1.0 m square. The 100 mm × 4 mm PVDs RID 4.0 were installed
with a rectangular 120 mm × 60 mm mandrel.
The construction process is shown in Fig. 5. Initially, a 2.8 m re-
clamation layer was filled using the hydraulic method. A 0.5 m sand
layer was added subsequently, followed by the installation of the PVDs.
A clay diaphragm wall system that had 6.0 m height and 1.2 m thick-
ness was constructed to decouple the treated zone hydraulically. Next,
the PVDs were connected to a vacuum discharge system. A geo-mem-
brane layer and PE-HD liners covered all the treated area. Then, va-
cuum pumps generated vacuum pressure within 118 days. During this
period, a compensation-filling layer was also added.
The instrument system (Fig. 6) was placed after installing PVDs. It
included ten surface settlement plates (SSP21–30), three multipoint
extensometers (SS7, SS8, SS9), eight vacuum gausses (VG18–26), and
three piezometer groups (PZ7, PZ8, PZ9). Each extensometer had nine
sensors, and each piezometer group had four piezometers at various
depths.
4.2. Testing data
The piston sampler with the thin-wall tube was used to retrieve
high-quality samples for the CRSTs. Nine CRSTs from various depths of
the same borehole (Fig. 6) were performed under 0.0051 mm/min
displacement rate. The depth was calculated from the surface elevation
of + 3.3 m. The soil properties of nine samples are given in Table 2. All
samples had the initial height H0 = 2.54 cm and the radius
R = 3.175 cm (the cross-section area was 31.67 cm2).
Fig. 7 presents laboratory data of nine CRSTs. The EPWP values of
the CRS-1 and CRS-2 were approximately zero because of high per-
meability. Those two samples might come from a sandy clay layer.
4.3. Modelling the CRST: comparisons between CONAXIS and PLAXIS
CONAXIS can be used to model the CRST with parameters obtained
using either the linear theory or the nonlinear theory (ASTM/D4186M-
12e1, 2014). CRS-3 and CRS-7 were chosen randomly to be simulated
by CONAXIS and PLAXIS version 8.2 (Fig. 8) for the validation and
comparison purposes. While CONAXIS utilised the poroelasticity theory
Fig. 5. CMGPP project scheme.
Fig. 6. CMGPP project - Monitoring system.
Table 2
CMGPP project - Summary of soil laboratory testing results.
No. Depth (m) Liquid
limit %
Plastic
limit %
Plasticity
index
Wet
density
(kN/m3)
Void ratio
CRS-1 3.5–4.5 47.8 28.3 19.5 16.4 1.42
CRS-2 5.5–6.5 57.0 29.2 27.8 16.3 1.65
CRS-3 7.5–8.5 57.6 34.0 23.5 16.4 1.60
CRS-4 9.5–10.5 84.3 37.6 46.8 15.2 1.84
CRS-5 11.5–12.5 73.0 34.5 38.5 15.7 1.81
CRS-6 13.5–14.5 73.7 35.5 38.2 15.9 1.82
CRS-7 15.5–16.5 86.2 40.2 46.0 15.4 2.07
CRS-8 17.5–18.5 79.2 37.0 42.2 15.7 1.89
CRS-9 19.5–20.5 81.3 36.5 44.7 15.7 1.88
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with stress-dependent parameters, the SS model of PLAXIS was used.
Input parameters for the SS model in PLAXIS were obtained (Table 3)
by plotting the experimental data as Fig. 9.
In Table 3, Cc and Cr are the compression and recompression in-
dices. K0 = 1-sin(ϕ′) is the at-rest earth pressure coefficient, where ϕ′ is
the effective friction angle. The Poisson's ratio μ is determined em-
pirically. For the soft soil model, the slope of critical state line M is
automatically calculated from K0. POP is the pre-overburden pressure
used to generate the initial stress state. POP is defined as the difference
between the preconsolidation stress p'c and the initial vertical stress.
Because samples were totally unloaded, POP is equal to p'c. The para-
meter e0 is the initial void ratio, k0 is the vertical hydraulic conductivity
corresponding to the void ratio e0. Ck quantifies the relation between
the void ratio and the hydraulic conductivity (Equation (10)). In Fig. 9,
the recompression paths of e ~ log(kv) curves were ignored to de-
termine Ck, k0 was thus taken by extending the compression paths.=C e e
k klog( / )k
0
0 (10)
Fig. 7. CMGPP project - Testing data of the nine samples with 0.0051 mm/min constant strain rate.
Fig. 8. (a) CONAXIS model; (b) PLAXIS model.
Table 3
Input parameters for the soft soil model in PLAXIS.
Sample No. Cc Cr K0 μ M p'c (kPa) POP (kPa) e0 k0 (m/s) Ck
CRS-3 0.597 0.045 0.5 0.2 1.61 65.0 65.0 1.60 2.10e-9 0.699
CRS-7 0.869 0.082 0.5 0.2 1.61 80.1 80.1 2.07 9.15e-10 0.921
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The strain control procedure was used for both CONAXIS and
PLAXIS. Fig. 10a–d compare direct results of the total stress and the
EPWP from two software to laboratory data, and Fig. 10e and f shows
relative errors ∋ which are calculated as:
= i i
i
100 %m r
r (11)
where im is the modelled result and ir is the recorded value.
In terms of the total stress, the differences between CONAXIS and
recorded data of both tests were small with less than 3% relative errors.
Meanwhile, errors of PLAXIS were more significant at the beginning of
the tests and then decreased over time. At the end of the loading phase,
those errors were about 20%. Concerning the EPWP, CONAXIS gener-
ated up to 35% higher values compared to test data. Because of ignoring
the recompression paths to determine Ck and k0 values, PLAXIS failed to
give consistent results of the EPWP during the recompression phase (i.e.
σ’ < p'c) that also resulted in large errors of the total stress. Within the
normally consolidated range, results of PLAXIS were closer to recorded
data; however, similarly to CONAXIS, relative errors of the EPWP were
still quite significant (up to 40%).
The hydraulic conductivity values for both CONAXIS and PLAXIS
were calculated according to ASTM-D4186. Even if only the normally
consolidated range was considered, relative errors of the EPWP be-
tween both software and measured data were still considerable. Hence,
it is suggested that the back-analysis scheme should be used to mini-
mise those errors. Moreover, differences between PLAXIS results and
measurements can derive from the fact that a single set of Cc and Cr is
not sufficient to describe a stress-strain curve gained from a CRST. To
reduce errors, ε-log(σ’) and e ~ log(kv) curves can be divided into
smaller segments. For example, in the studies of Suzuki (Suzuki and
Takeuchi, 2008; Suzuki and Yasuhara, 2004) and Nguyen (Nguyen and
Tran, 2015), two or three Cc values (namely Cc1, Cc2, and Cc3) were
used. This approach can be applied in PLAXIS to model the CRST with
the SS model by using more calculation phases. Each phase has different
input parameters corresponding to a range of the average effective
stress. However, to model a real field problem, this method is not
practical since each element of a model has a different effective stress
value at a specific calculation time.
4.4. Back-analysis results
To gain a perfect fit between CONAXIS and measured data, the
Fig. 9. Testing data of CRS-3 and CRS-7.
Fig. 10. Comparisons among CONAXIS, PLAXIS and measured data.
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back-analysis scheme described in section 3.2 was utilised. The toler-
ance ε (in equation (9)) for the back-analysis process was set to 0.001,
or there was nearly no difference between modelled results and mea-
surements. Fig. 11 compares the bulk modulus and the vertical hy-
draulic conductivity obtained with the back-analysis method with va-
lues obtained using ASTM-D4186. The bulk modulus curves from the
two methods are similar. It is reasonable as the differences in the total
stress between CONAXIS and laboratory data are minor (Fig. 10).
Conversely, CONAXIS alters slightly values of the hydraulic con-
ductivity to match numerical results with test data.
4.5. Axisymmetric FE model of the unit cell
Because nine CRSTs were performed, the axisymmetric model of the
unit cell was also divided into nine layers (Fig. 12a). The first layer has
1.5 m thickness, and the other layers have 2.0 m thickness. The back-
analysis procedures were carried out for all nine tests. Poisson's ratio
was assumed to be 0.4. As the unit cell model is laterally constrained,
Poisson's ratio does not affect results. However, when the horizontal
strain is considered in some cases, e.g. circular foundations, Poisson's
ratio should be carefully considered.
For the square installation pattern of the PVDs with 1.0 m spacing,
the radius of the unit cell is re = 0.565 m. The equivalent radius of the
PVDs, which have the width b and the thickness t, is (Long and Covo,
1994):
= + = × + × =r b t m0.5 0.7
2
0.5 0.1 0.7 0.004
2
0.0264w (12)
The smear zone is twice the size of the mandrel (Bergado et al.,
1991). Hence, the equivalent radius rs of the smear zone is (Bergado
et al., 1991):
= × + = × × + × =r b t m2 0.5 0.7
2
2 0.5 0.12 0.7 0.06
2
0.102s (13)
There were four analysis stages corresponding to the construction
process (Table 4). For all stages, the left and the right boundaries had
no horizontal movement; the bottom had no vertical movement. In the
in-situ stage, CONAXIS turned off the EPWP degree of freedom; only the
gravity force was applied to obtain the initial effective stress for all
elements. After this stage, the displacements of all nodes were reset to
zero.
The undrained analysis stage generated the initial EPWP. For stage
2, 3 and 4, loads of filled layers (sand layer, reclamation layer and
compensation filling layer) were considered as the surcharge loading on
the top boundary that changed during the construction time. The
bottom boundary was assigned the drained boundary condition (i.e.
EPWP is zero). The top and the PVD boundary was assigned the vacuum
boundary condition with negative EPWP values that depended on the
calculation time. Values of surcharge loading and vacuum pressures
over time are plotted in Fig. 12b.
In this project, there was no opportunity for a laboratory test to
evaluate the ratio between the horizontal hydraulic conductivity to the
vertical hydraulic conductivity (r = kr/kz). Hence, four analyses were
performed with r = 1.0, r = 2.0, r = 3.0 and r = 4.0, respectively.
When the smear zone was considered, the horizontal conductivity of the
smear zone was equal to the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the
undisturbed zone (Bergado et al., 1991).
4.6. Comparisons between modelled results and field data
For easier visualisation, the treatment area is divided into Zone-1
and Zone-2 (Fig. 6). Each zone has similar monitoring data of surface
settlement plates and multipoint extensometers; hence, results that are
presented here are the average results of each zone. We denote SSP-
Zone-1, SSP-Zone-2, SS-Zone-1 and SS-Zone-2 as average surface set-
tlement values and average extensometer values of Zone-1 and Zone-2,
respectively.
Fig. 13 compares surface settlement results of CONAXIS to field
monitoring data of Zone-1 and Zone-2 with different ratios r with or
without the smear zone. If there is no smear zone, the higher the ratio r,
the higher the consolidation rate. For the cases r = 2.0 and r = 3.0,
modelled results are much different to field measurements. Since the
smear zone cannot be avoided when installing PVDs, ignoring it leads to
overestimating the settlement rate of the treatment area.
In contrast, when the smear zone is considered in models, and the
Fig. 11. Comparing parameters obtained using the back-analysis method and ASTM-D4186.
Fig. 12. CMGPP project - (a) Unit cell model in CONAXIS, each colour represents a material zone; (b) The surcharge loading and vacuum pressure over time.
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ratio r is greater than 2.0, CONAXIS produced a good match with the
monitoring data in terms of both the consolidation rate and the set-
tlement values, especially for Zone-1. Within the smear zone, the hor-
izontal hydraulic conductivity reduced to the vertical hydraulic con-
ductivity. Consequently, for all cases, the hydraulic conductivity of the
smear zone is identical. The smear zone acts as a barrier that constraints
seepage flow. Although the horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the
undisturbed zone is two to four times higher than the vertical hydraulic
conductivity, the consolidation rates of these cases are not much dif-
ferent. For the clay from Mekong Delta, the ratio r from 2.0 to 3.0 is
reasonable; they were also used for some previous studies (Nguyen and
Tran, 2015).
Test samples were taken from the borehole that belonged to Zone-1
(Fig. 6). Hence, modelled results are much closer to field measurements
of this zone. For Zone-2, simulated values are smaller than monitoring
data. This discrepancy can derive from the layer-1 and layer-2 of the
model. The samples for these layers (CRS-1 and CRS-2) might be from a
sandy clay layer that does not appear in Zone-2. To verify this as-
sumption, a new model (named model-2) with properties of layer-1 and
layer-2 that were replaced by properties of layer-3 was performed (i.e.
using CRS-3 for layer-1 and layer-2 instead of CRS-1 and CRS-2). The
ratio r was set to 3.0. With this modification, the results of model-2 are
closer to SSP-Zone-2 values (Fig. 14). Indeed, for a large treated area
(approximately 38000 m2) with only one borehole data, it is impossible
to have a perfect fit between numerical results and field measurements.
Fig. 15 compares simulated results and field data of extensometers
for Zone-1 and Zone-2. Although there were still differences between
the model and the reality, overall, CONAXIS produces acceptable re-
sults.
Unfortunately, results of piezometers are not shown here due to lack
of data. However, the results of surface settlement plates and ex-
tensometers prove that the proposed approach implemented in
CONAXIS is capable of solving practical problems.
5. Second case study: saigon-hiep phuoc terminal port (SHTP)
5.1. Project description
The SHTP locates in Ho Chi Minh City Vietnam, and the soil im-
provement area was approximately 11 ha. The similar treatment
method applied for the CMGPP project, which was the combination of
PVDs, vacuum and surcharge loading, also was used in this project.
Compared to the CMGPP project, the average thickness of soft soil in
this project was double (35.0 m); hence, the construction time was also
significantly longer (510 days) with the 304-day vacuum pumping
period. Also, the total thickness of the reclamation layer and the sand
layer below PE-HD liners was only 1.4 m. The other components such as
the clay wall system, PVDs (the size, the type, and the distance among
PVDs), the mandrel to install PVDs, the CRT apparatus, and the con-
struction sequence were almost similar to those of the CMGPP project
(Fig. 5).
The treatment area was divided into 12 sub-areas (so-called B1–B6
and A1–A6) and six phases (A1_B1 to A6_B6) as in Fig. 16a. In this
study, data from the A5 area was selected. The monitoring system of the
A5 region (Fig. 16a) included five surface settlement plates
(SSP21–SSP25), and one extensometer E05. In addition, in Fig. 16b, the
tip resistance (qt) profile from the piezocone penetration test (CPTu)
shows that there are two sandy clay layers that must be considered in
the analysis.
5.2. Testing data
Ten CRSTs were performed for samples that were taken from three
Table 4
CMGPP project - Analysis stages.
Stage # Description Start (day) End (day) Duration (day) Number of steps
1 In-situ 0 0 0 1
2 Undrained (Initial step) 0 0 0 1
3 Before installing PVDs 0 85 85 170
4 After installing PVDs 85 221 136 272
Fig. 13. CMGPP project - Surface settlement plates: Comparisons between CONAXIS results and field data.
Fig. 14. CMGPP project - Surface settlement plates: Comparisons among Model-
2 results, SSP-Zone-1 data and SSP-Zone-2 data.
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different boreholes in A4, A5, and A6 areas (Fig. 16a). However, some
samples had a similar depth; therefore, only six CRSTs were selected for
the consolidation analysis with one sample (CRS-A5-12) from the sandy
clay layer. Table 5 summaries soil properties of six tests and Fig. 17
presents their testing data.
5.3. The unit cell model
The unit cell model was divided into seven layers corresponding to
six CRSTs (Fig. 18a). The CRS-A5-12 test (sandy clay soil) was used for
4th and 6th layers. Back-analysis was performed for all tests in CON-
AXIS to obtain stress-dependent parameters.
As both CMGPP and SHTP projects are located in Mekong Delta
Vietnam and have the similar characteristics of the PVD type, the dis-
tance among PVDs, and the mandrel size, the unit cell model for the
SHTP project also has the radius re = 0.565 m, the equivalent radius of
the PVDs rw = 0.0264 m, the equivalent radius of the smear zone
rs = 0.102 m, and the ratio r = 3.0 (taken from section 4.5).
Five analysis stages corresponding to different construction phases
are listed in Table 6. The surcharge loading profile calculated from
heights of the sand layer, the reclamation layer, and the compensation
filling layer is presented in Fig. 18b. The design vacuum pressure was
−70 kPa. Because of the considerable PVD length and the long vacuum
pumping period, the well resistance effect is considered during the
consolidation process by modelling the PVD with 1D elements
(Fig. 18a) that have the section area A1D (m2) and the hydraulic con-
ductivity k1D (m/s). With the discharge capacity qw = 2000 m3/year,
properties of 1D elements are:= =A r m0.00219D w1 2 2 (14)
= =k q
A
m s0.029 /D w
D
1
1 (15)
Boundary conditions for each calculation stage are similar to those
of the CMGPP project except the PVD boundary. As 1D elements are
used to represent the PVD, no boundary condition is necessary for
nodes along the PVD.
5.4. Comparisons between simulations and field data
Fig. 19 shows good agreements between CONAXIS results and
monitoring data of the surface settlement plates (average values of five
SSPs) and the extensometer. Due to a technical problem, field data of
EX05 is only available from 207th day (start vacuum pumping) to
304th day.
6. Discussion and conclusion
This study proposes a new approach, which has not been applied
before, to use laboratory data of the CRST for consolidation analysis
with finite element models of unit cells based on Biot's theory. Instead
of using compression and recompression indices to represent a stress-
strain curve of a CRST, K~σv’ and kv~σv’ curves are obtained from the
Fig. 15. CMGPP project - Multi-point extensometers: Comparisons between CONAXIS results and field data.
Fig. 16. SHTP project - (a) Project layout and the monitoring system of A5 area; (b) The tip resistance (qt) profile from the CPTu.
Table 5
SHTP project - Summary of soil laboratory testing results.
No. Depth (m) Liquid
limit %
Plastic
limit %
Plasticity
index
Wet
density
(kN/m3)
Void ratio
CRS-A4-02 7.1 92.8 37.2 55.6 15.0 2.50
CRS-A5-04 11.0 74.6 41.2 33.4 15.3 2.45
CRS-A4-06 15.2 90.2 37.9 52.3 15.5 2.00
CRS-A4-10 23.2 64.4 29.7 34.7 16.1 1.90
CRS-A5-12 27.0 31.7 21.2 10.5 18.0 1.54
CRS-A6-12 31.0 80.1 37.8 42.2 16.5 1.72
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continuous test data by following ASTM-D4186 or using the back-
analysis scheme; then these curves are used directly for upscale models.
The proposed method was validated by re-simulating the CRST.
Comparisons shown in section 4.3 suggest that although curves ob-
tained by using ASTM-D4186 can be applied with acceptance accuracy,
the back-analysis scheme should be used to achieve the best possible
results. By following this approach, the CRST can be simulated exactly
with almost no difference between modelled results and test data. Also,
results from two case studies demonstrate that the proposed method is
capable of solving practical problems.
Comparing to the SS model in PLAXIS, the proposed method gen-
erates more accurate results. Additionally, following this approach, no
graphical method is needed to determine input parameters. Instead,
K~σv’ and kv~σv’ curves are obtained directly and automatically from
test data.
The proposed method and the back-analysis scheme are im-
plemented in CONAXIS, which is open-source and is distributed freely
on GitHub. The software is simple, powerful, and ready for Windows
end-users. For Linux users, the software needs to be compiled again.
Because it is open-source, the software is completely free to use, to
modify, and to redistribute. CONAXIS focuses on modelling unit cells
with stress-dependent parameters obtained from the CRST. Most tasks
of this study were done by using CONAXIS. However, CONAXIS does
not aim to include the SS model or MCC model that are available in
other software. Furthermore, it does not support plane-strain models.
The methodology presented in this study and CONAXIS software
can also be extended to manage data from Rowe Cell. Moreover, back-
analysis results from CONAXIS can be used for other software that has
Biot's theory. For example, Ck and k0 values for PLAXIS (Table 3) can be
altered after back-analysis processes to have better results. ANSYS or
Sigma/W can utilise directly K~σv’ and kv~σv’ curves for consolidation
analyses.
Fig. 17. Six CRSTs from three different boreholes of A4, A5, and A6 area.
Fig. 18. SHTP project – (a) The unit cell model based on six CRSTs, the PVD is
modelled with 1D elements, and the PVD length is 34.0 m; (b) The surcharge
load during the construction time.
Table 6
SHTP project - Analysis stages.
Stage # Description Start
(day)
End (day) Duration
(day)
Number of
steps
1 In-situ 0 0 0 1
2 Undrained (Initial
step)
0 0 0 1
3 Reclamation 0 191 191 191
4 Installing PVDs 192 206 15 206
5 Vacuum pumping 207 511 304 304
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Appendix
All the information related to CONAXIS and data can be found on
GitHub: https://github.com/pham-hung/Conaxis.
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A B S T R A C T
Prefabricated vertical drains (PVDs) are widely used to accelerate consolidation processes of soft soils. Each PVD
has a specific influence zone that is idealised as a cylinder, which is called a unit cell. The behaviour of a PVD
system is usually analysed by analytical or numerical models of a unit cell model. Fully three-dimensional (3D)
models of PVD systems are still a challenge due to the small size of PVDs and radial flows around PVDs, which
result in a dense mesh around the PVDs and excessive computational efforts. In this study, the Vimoke–Taylor
concept, which is typically used in the hydrology field, is applied to decrease the difficulties of computing 3D
finite element (FE) models for PVD systems. The correction factor of the Vimoke–Taylor concept is determined
by minimising the defined error between the analytical solution and the numerical result of a simple unit cell
model. The correction factor depends on drained-zone size, PVD size, smear-zone size, and 3D FE mesh prop-
erties.
1. Introduction
Prefabricated vertical drains (PVDs) combined with surcharge
loading and vacuum pumping methods are widely used all over the
world to accelerate the consolidation process of soft soils. PVDs are
band-shaped (typically 100mm×4mm) and have channelled plastic
cores wrapped with geotextile filters. Water from soft soils passes
through the geotextile filter and then flows along the channelled core to
the free surface. Instead of vertical flow, water flow is radial, and the
length of the drainage path is shortened significantly. The consolidation
rate is thus speeded up. PVDs are often installed in a triangular or
square pattern with an appropriate distance using a special machine
that has the mandrel to push PVDs into the soils. The mandrel can
disturb the soils around PVDs and create the smear-zone.
Behaviours of PVD systems are usually analysed by an analytical or
numerical model. With the analytical model, each PVD has a specific
influential zone that is idealised as a cylinder called a unit cell. Using
the axisymmetric model of the unit cell, Barron [1] first developed
solutions for different cases: free strain with or without the smear-zone
and equal strain with or without the smear-zone. However, those so-
lutions are complicated due to the involvement of Bessel functions,
which are difficult to compute. Therefore, Hansbo [2] developed a
simpler solution for equal strain cases that has been applied regularly
because it is easy to calculate. Following either Barron or Hansbo’s
solution, the excess pore pressure of any point inside a unit cell at any
time during the consolidation time can be computed.
Finite element (FE) models of PVD systems are typically used to
study more complicated problems, for instance, different scenarios of
surcharge loads, varied length of PVDs or multi-layers of soils. A PVD
system can be analysed with a 2D axisymmetric model of a unit cell, a
2D plane strain model or a full 3D model. While 2D models are used
extensively for practical purposes, 3D models have not been published
often. Particular exceptions include Rujikiatkamjorn [3,4], where a
large cylindrical unit cell (450mm diameter and 850mm height) and a
PVD system (a 14× 25×20m treated zone with 350 PVDs) were
modelled in ABAQUS using solid elements. The drained boundary
condition (i.e. the excess pore pressure is zero) was assigned for ele-
ments along PVDs to simulate the perfect drain condition. In those
studies, although both PVDs and smear-zones were rectangular to
simplify the FE meshes, meshes around PVDs were still dense due to
small sizes of PVDs. In case of the unit cell, approximately 1000 3D
elements were used to represent a quarter of the unit cell. If a similar
mesh is used for an upscale model with hundreds of PVD, the number of
elements is up to millions that results in excessive computational ef-
forts.
Additionally, water flow into vicinity areas of PVDs is characterised
as radial flow. Hence, the excess pore pressure varies logarithmically
with radial distance. Therefore, in numerical models, meshes around
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PVDs must be refined with small elements to manage the radial flow.
Otherwise, results from analyses are not reliable. For instance, Wong
[5] compared results of an axisymmetric model in Plaxis2D, a 3D model
in Plaxis3D for a simple unit cell with Barron’s solutions. Although
meshes around PVDs were dense, differences between the numerical
results and the analytical solutions were still visible.
As discussed above, small sizes of PVDs and the radial flow lead to
dense meshes around PVD boundaries in FE models of PVD systems,
which causes significant increases in the number of nodes, the number
of elements, and the total degrees of freedom, especially for fully cou-
pled 3D models. In the hydrogeology field, modelling wells or pipes in
groundwater models also encounter similar issues. Radii of wells and
pipes are small compared to sizes of calculation domains. If wells or
pipes are treated as drained boundaries, water flow around them is
almost radial [6]. To overcome this problem, the Vimoke–Taylor (VT)
concept has been considered as the most effective method [6]. The
general idea of the VT concept is to represent drained boundaries,
which are open spaces, by using centre nodes; and values of hydraulic
conductivity around drained boundaries are modified with a correction
factor Cd to account for open spaces and to deal with radial flow pat-
terns [7]. Hence, when applying the VT approach for numerical models,
meshes around drained boundaries do not need to be refined. Fipps [6]
compared the VT approach with three other methods: “holes” in
models, nodes with a specific value of water head and nodes with a
specific value of discharge rate. He concluded that the VT method
correctly predicts both hydraulic heads and drain flow rates even with a
simple mesh. Then, because of its simplicity and accuracy, the VT
concept has been used widely to simulate drained boundaries in
groundwater models [8]. As PVDs are also treated as drained bound-
aries, the VT concept has a great potential for modelling PVD systems.
Following the VT approach, the problem related to small elements
around PVDs can be solved.
In this paper, details about the VT concept and its implementation
in 3D FE models of PVD systems are explained. FE models were de-
veloped based on Biot’s theory (poroelasticity theory) with C++ pro-
gramming language. Hence, the results of this study are also valid for
geotechnical models that use Biot’s theory for coupled consolidation
analyses, e.g. linear model, elastic-plastic model or Cam–Clay model.
The most important task of the VT concept is to determine the correc-
tion factor Cd. Thus far, there is still no final agreement about a general
equation to estimate Cd in the hydrogeology field. However, it is
common that the Cd factor is found by matching simulated water heads
of a simple model to the analytical solution of Kirkham [8]. Based on
that idea, a procedure to estimate the Cd factor for models of PVD
systems was proposed, where Cd for a specific case is determined by
matching numerical results of a unit cell to analytical solutions. Series
of patch tests were performed to study factors that affect the Cd value.
To demonstrate the advantages of the VT method, two 3D models were
presented. The first model is a real project in Vietnam, and the second
model is a large fictitious model.
2. Theory
2.1. Analytical solutions for unit cell models
From the installation pattern of a PVD system and the distance s
between the PVDs, the radius of the unit cell re is calculated. The two
most common installation patterns are square and triangular patterns
(Fig. 1a and b). For the square pattern = ×r s0.565 ,e and for the tri-
angular pattern = ×r s0.53 .e
At the centre of the unit cell, the PVD has a thickness t and width b,
and the length and width of the smear-zone are denoted as l and w,
Nomenclature
s distance between each PVD [m]
re radius of a unit cell [m]
rw equivalent radius of a PVD [m]
rs equivalent radius of a smear-zone [m]
H height of a unit cell [m]
b, t thickness and width of a PVD [m]
w, l length and width of a smear-zone [m]
Cd correction factor [-]
k (kh or kv) hydraulic conductivity (horizontal or vertical direction)
[m/s]
ks horizontal hydraulic conductivity of a smear-zone [m/s]
ks/kh ratio between horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the
smear-zone and the undisturbed zone [-]
kw hydraulic conductivity of PVD [m/s]
qw discharge capacity of PVD [m3/s]
Aw section area of PVD [m2]
panalytical excess pore pressure of a node obtained using analytical
solutions [kPa]
pnumerical excess pore pressure of a node obtained using finite ele-
ment models [kPa]
ns total of calculation step [-]
n total of nodes for a finite element model [-]
error error between numerical results and analytical solutions
[%]
cr horizontal consolidation coefficient [m2/s]
dt interval time between two calculation steps [s]
p0 initial excess pore pressure [kPa]
K bulk modulus [kN/m2]
G shear modulus [kN/m2]
ν Poisson’s ratio [-]
vmax maximum settlement at the final calculation step [m]
Fig. 1. (a, b) Square and triangular pattern; (c, d) Convert size of a PVD and a smear-zones into equivalent circular zones; (e) axisymmetric model of a unit cell.
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respectively (Fig. 1c). These dimensions are converted into equivalent
circular zones with radii rw and rs, respectively (Fig. 1d). According to
Long and Covo [9]:
= × += × +r b tr l w0.5 (0.5 0.7 )0.5 (0.5 0.7 )ws (1)
At any time during the consolidation process, the excess pore
pressure of a point P inside the unit cell (Fig. 1e), which has a radius r,
can be obtained using solutions of Barron [1] or Hansbo [2].
2.2. Finite element models based on the poroelasticity theory
The poroelasticity theory or Biot’s theory is used to develop FE
models [10–13]. The displacement field is approximated by Galerkin’s
method with second-order elements, whereas the pore pressure field is
approximated with first-order elements. Many researchers have pointed
out that this approach is advisable for Biot’s poroelasticity theory to
avoid instability of numerical solutions [14,15]. Moreover, the back-
ward interpolation and constant time steps are used for the time in-
tegration. These approaches give the most stable and accurate solutions
[12]. Details on the development of the matrix system are found in the
work of Verruijt [12] and Pham [16]. The FE code and verifications are
provided on GitHub (https://github.com/pham-hung/VimokeTaylor_
PVDs).
2.3. Vimoke–Taylor concept
When numerical models were not widely used to study seepage and
groundwater flow in the past, analogue resistance networks were
commonly used instead. For instance, in Fig. 2b, a horizontal homo-
genous aquifer with a well (drained boundary) in the middle, which is
an open space, can be represented by an analogue resistance network
(Fig. 2a). Vimoke and Taylor concluded that the open space could be
replaced by a centre point in the resistance network, which is point-5 in
Fig. 2a. However, the resistance from the adjacent points (point-1, 2, 3,
4) to the centre point (point-5) needs to be adjusted to account for the
cross-section of the open space.=R C Rdrain d (2)
where Rdrain is the adjusted resistance, R is the original resistance, and
Cd is a dimensionless correction factor.
The VT concept then has been applied by many authors in numer-
ical models, especially in combination with the finite volume method
[8]. For example, the aquifer is discretised by the grid, and the aquifer
has the hydraulic conductivity k (Fig. 2b and c). The hydraulic con-
ductivity is the inverse of the resistance or k= 1/R. According to VT,
the hydraulic conductivity of the drained cell kdrain is modified with the
same correction factor Cd:=k C kdrain d (3)
3. Implementation of the Vimoke–Taylor concept in 3D FE models
of PVD systems
3.1. Meshing strategy
Assume that a 3D model is needed for a 5× 5×10m block. The
block includes the typical 100×4mm PVDs with 240×120mm
smear-zones, which are twice the size of a regular mandrel
120× 60mm. Sizes of the PVDs and the smear-zones are much smaller
than the dimensions of the block. If the actual shapes of the PVDs and
the smear-zones are considered (Fig. 3a), many small elements are
necessary to mesh the smear-zones. When the PVDs and the smear-
zones are converted into equivalent circular zones (Fig. 3b), the situa-
tion is not much improved because the radii of the equivalent zones are
still small compared to the model dimensions. Furthermore, many
segments are required to represent curved surfaces of cylinders. In both
cases (Fig. 3a and b), the number of nodes and elements of the meshes
increase quickly because of the necessary refinement around the PVDs
and the smear-zones.
Applying the VT concept is a huge improvement in this case. At the
centre position of each PVD, a zone called drained-zone represents both
the smear-zone and the PVD-zone. In Fig. 3c, the drained-zone has a
square cross-section, and it is divided into four smaller zones. The
centre points of the drained-zones are assigned the drained boundary
condition (i.e. the excess pore pressure p is zero) or 1D elements can be
assigned along these points. The horizontal hydraulic conductivity of
the drained-zones is modified as:=k C khd d h (4)
where khd is the horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the drained-zones,
Cd is the correction factor, and kh is the horizontal hydraulic con-
ductivity of undisturbed soils. The vertical hydraulic conductivity is
kept unchanged.
When the shape and the dimension of the drained-zones are chosen
appropriately, small elements for the PVD-zones and the smear-zones
are no longer necessary. Consequently, fewer nodes and elements are
used to model the system, which results in a significant reduction of the
computational effort.
Four primitive geometries of 3D FEs can be used: tetrahedron,
hexahedron, prism, and pyramid; Fig. 4 shows the second-order of all
four element types, namely Tet10p, Hex20p, Prism15p and Pyra13p,
respectively. If the geometry of a model is simple, the hexahedral and
prismatic elements are ideal because the number of nodes and elements
can be significantly decreased in comparison to a mesh using tetra-
hedrons only. However, for complex geometries, meshing with hex-
ahedra and prisms is a challenging task, or it might be impossible.
Hence, mixing element types is a suitable strategy. When zones cannot
be discretised with hexahedra and prisms, tetrahedrons are used. Then,
these elements connect with adjacent elements using pyramidal ele-
ments.
Because of the radial flow, drained-zones should be symmetrical.
Fig. 2. Discretise a domain with a drained boundary with a resistance network and a finite difference grid.
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Preferably, the drained-zones are cylindrical (Fig. 5a). However, in FE
models, curved lines or curved surfaces must be divided into smaller
segments. Therefore, if the drained-zones are approximated as cylin-
ders, many nodes and elements are required to represent curved lines
and surfaces, respectively. Conversely, if the drained-zones have a
block-shape with a square cross-section, fewer nodes and elements are
needed. For instance, in Fig. 5, 160 prismatic elements are used for a
cylindrical drained-zone (Fig. 5a), whereas only 36 elements are used if
the drained-zones have a square cross-section (Fig. 5b and c). However,
the square cross-section has a minor disadvantage. It is not perfectly
symmetrical.
If drained-zones have a square cross-section, they can be discretised
with either the hexahedral or prismatic element type (Fig. 5b and c).
The number of elements for the drained-zones in both cases is the same.
However, because the edge size of the hexahedra is half of the prisms,
more elements around the drained-zone are required for the former
case in comparison with the latter. For example, in Fig. 5d, two pyr-
amidal elements are used to connect an edge of the drained-zone, which
is meshed with the hexahedral element. However, only one element is
enough if the prismatic element is used instead (Fig. 5e). For large 3D
models with many PVDs, this difference is noticeable.
In conclusion, for practical purposes, drained-zones should have a
square cross-section, and the prismatic element should be used for the
drained-zones.
3.2. A procedure to determine the correction factor
The most important task of the VT approach is to estimate the
correction factor Cd in Eqs. (3) and (4). In the hydrology field, there has
not yet been an agreement about a general formula to determine the Cd
value [8]. However, it is common that Cd is estimated by matching
simulated water heads of a simple model to the analytical solution of
Kirkham [8]. From that idea, if a unit cell model and the analytical
solutions of Barron or Hansbo are used instead, a similar scheme can
also be used to determine the Cd factor for a 3D model of a PVD system.
The analytical solutions depend on the PVD size, the smear-zone
size, the soil properties, the PVD discharge capacity and the ratio be-
tween the horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the smear-zone and the
undisturbed zone ks/kh. Hence, the correction factor Cd can also be
affected by those parameters. Concerning 3D FE models, the Cd factor
can be decided by mesh properties of drain-zones and soil-zones (i.e.
element size and element type). Hereby, the soil-zones are the rest of
the 3D models, which are not the drained-zones. Therefore, it can be
preliminarily concluded that the Cd factor of a unit cell model can be
applied for a 3D model of a PVD system if both models have the same
properties of the drained-zone, the PVD, the smear-zone, the soils, and
the FE mesh.
Based on the above discussions, a procedure to determine the cor-
rection factor Cd is suggested in Fig. 6. All parameters that can influence
the Cd factor are considered. Instead of giving a general formulation to
estimate the Cd factor, it is determined for each specific case.
Details of the process for determining the Cd factor are as follows:
– Step 1: From the PVD size and the mandrel size, equivalent radii rw
and rs are calculated.
– Step 2: From the installation pattern of the PVD system, the unit cell
radius re is calculated.
– Step 3: Create a simple unit cell model with the radius re. The unit
cell has a drained-zone in the middle. The size and the shape of the
drained-zone are discussed in Section 3.1.
– Step 4: Mesh the unit cell with the chosen element type (hexahe-
dron, tetrahedron, or prism).
– Step 5: Calculate analytical solutions of the excess pore pressure
field. Calculations are performed for every node of the unit cell
model, for every calculation step.
– Step 6: Minimise the error (equation (5)) between analytical solu-
tions and numerical results by using an optimisation method. In this
study, the golden section method [17] was used to determine the Cd
Fig. 3. Different strategies to mesh a 3D model of a PVD system; (a) Actual shape of PVD and smear-zone; (b) Equivalent circular zones; (c) Apply Vimoke–Taylor
concept.
Fig. 4. Four different second-order element types for 3D models.
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factor within a given range (usually authors use the range from 0.1
to 2.0) that gives the minimum error. The error is calculated as:
= × ×= =error ns n100 (%)i
ns
j
n p p
p1 1
numerical analytical
analytical
(5)
In Eq. (5), ns is the number of calculation steps, n is the number of
nodes, and pnumerical and panalytical are excess pore pressure values of the
node j at the calculation step i. pnumerical is obtained from the 3D model
of the unit cell, and it changes according to Cd. From coordinates of
node j, panalytical is calculated by using solutions of Barron or Hansbo.
Although pnumerical must be determined again for each Cd value, panalytical
for all nodes is calculated only once. In principle, both solutions of
Barron [1] and Hansbo [2] for equal strain or free strain cases can be
used to compute panalytical. However, as the free strain analysis is closer
to reality than the equal strain analysis, Barron’s solutions for free strain
cases are used in this study.
In Step 3, because only the radial drain is considered, the height of
the unit cell model has no effect on the analytical solutions, except
when the well resistance is considered. Hence, the unit cell model
height is chosen based on the element size of the drained-zone, and it
should not be too large to save computational time. For example, if the
drained-zone is meshed with hexahedra that have a 0.2m height, the
unit cell model height can be from 1.0m to 2.0m (five to ten times of
the hexahedral height).
Step 6 is an iterative process. The number of iterations depends on
the tolerance of the golden section method (i.e. the difference of Cd
value between two consecutive steps) and the range of Cd. If the tol-
erance is small or the search range is large, more iterations are needed.
In this study, the Cd range is from 0.1 to 2.0, and the tolerance is 0.001.
With this setting, most cases can be satisfied, and the number of
iterations varies from 14 to 16.
3.3. Patch tests to study dependence of the correction factor
As mentioned in Section 3.2, there are numerous factors that can
affect the correction factor Cd. Serial tests with unit cell models are used
to verify the proposed procedure and to investigate influences of each
factor. Unit cell models have the height H (m) with the square cross-
section of the drained-zones. Six patch tests (PTs) are implemented to
study the dependence of the correction factor Cd.
– PT1: All models have the same parameters except the sizes of the
drained-zones. The cross-sections of the drained-zones are square,
and the prismatic element is used both for the drained-zones and the
soil-zones.
– PT2: The drained-zone and the soil-zone are meshed with different
element types. The other parameters are the same for all models.
PT2 examines how element types affect the correction factor.
– PT3: PT3 studies the effects of PVD and smear-zone sizes on the
factor Cd. Other parameters are kept constant.
– PT4: All parameters related to PVDs and soils are identical. The
drained-zone is meshed with different element sizes but with the
same element type. PT4 investigates the dependence of Cd factor on
the number of nodes, the number of elements or the element size.
– PT5: Soil properties vary, but the correction factor Cd and other
parameters do not change. PT5 is very important if soil parameters
depend on the effective-stress or the void ratio.
– PT6: From PT1 to PT5, the well resistance is ignored. For PT6, PVDs
are modelled using 1D elements (two nodes) with limited hydraulic
Fig. 5. Different shapes and element types for drained-zones; (a) The drained-zone is a cylinder with prismatic elements; (b) The drained-zone has a square cross-
section with hexahedral elements; (c) The drained-zone has a square cross-section with prismatic elements; (d, e) Connected hexahedra and prisms with pyramids.
Fig. 6. Proposed procedure to determine the correction factor Cd.
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conductivity. A Cd factor for a model without the well resistance is
determined first. Then, this factor is used for models with different
discharge capacity.
Fig. 7 shows a typical 3D FE model of a unit cell, which has a radius
re, a height H and a square-cross section of the drained-zone. The
horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the drained-zone is modified with
the correction factor or = ×k C khd d h. The bottom boundary has no
vertical movement, and the outer boundaries have no horizontal
movement (roller boundary condition type). Pressure is applied to the
top boundary to cause the initial excess pore pressure p0. If the well
discharge is not considered, nodes that belong to the centre line are
assigned the drained boundary condition (excess pore pressure p is
zero). Otherwise, 1D elements are created along the centre line. The top
and the bottom nodes are drainage points.
4. Results of the patch test
4.1. PT1: Influence of drained-zone size on the correction factor
The common parameters for all models are: re=0.6m,
rw=0.0264m, no smear-zone, cr=2×10−7 m2/s, kv=1×10−9 m/
s, kh= 2kv, p0=100 kPa, dt=43200 s, ns=100 and H=2.0m. The
correction factor is determined with the procedure that is described in
Fig. 6, and the minimum error is calculated by Eq. (5).
Apparently, the correction factor depends on the drained-zones size
(Table 1). Moreover, the smaller the smear-zone, the smaller the
minimum error. However, decreasing the drained-zones size leads to an
increase in the total number of nodes. For example, Case-1 and Case-3
have 0.2 m and 0.4 m drained-zone (square cross-section), respectively.
The total number of nodes in Case-1 is 1.7 times more than in Case-3.
For 3D models of PVD systems, this difference is a huge problem,
whereas, the error of Case-1 and Case-4 is 0.61% and 1.35%, respec-
tively.
Generally, the drained-zone size should be chosen according to the
purposes of an analysis and capacity of computers. If a high accuracy of
the analysis is required, the smear-zone size can be small. However, if
the computer has a limited calculation power, the smear-zone size can
be larger to reduce the total of nodes.
4.2. PT2: Influence of element types on the correction factor
The common parameters for all models are: re=0.5m, rw=0.03m,
rs=0.1m, cr=1×10−7 m2/s, kv=3e−10m/s, kh=2kv, ks/
kh=0.6, p0=100 kPa, dt=86400 s, ns=100 and H=2.0m. The
square cross-section of the drained-zones is 0.3× 0.3m.
For a unit cell model, the drained-zone is meshed first to ensure a
uniform mesh (from top to bottom). Hence, when Tet10p is used for the
drained-zone, only Tet10p can be used for the soil-zone too. To avoid
the effect of element size on the correction factor, all cases have nearly
the same number of nodes.
Table 2 shows the clear dependence of the correction factor on the
element type used for the drained-zone. When the element type for the
drained-zone is kept unchanged (Case-1, 2, 3 and Case-4, 5, 6), the Cd
values are not much varied if the soil-zone is meshed with different
element types. For instance, in Cases-1, 2 and 3, the Cd value is 0.911,
0.902, and 0.896, respectively. These values can be used inter-
changeably if models do not require high accuracy.
It is also noticable that the error of Case-7 is the largest. Hex20p and
Prism15p are created by extruding a rectangle or a triangle. Hence, the
mesh of a drained-zone with Hex20p and Prism15p is uniform (from top
to bottom). However, Tet10p is created by the Delaunay triangulation
algorithm. Thus, a uniform mesh is difficult to achieve. This is the
reason why Case-7 has a larger error than the others. Therefore, the
tetrahedral element type is not recommended to mesh drained-zones.
4.3. PT3: Influence of PVD and smear-zone size on the correction factor
Drained-zones (0.3× 0.3m) are meshed with Prism15p, and
Tet10p is used for the rest. The constant parameters for all models are:
re=1.0m, cr=2×10−7 m2/s, kv=5×10−10 m/s, kh= 3kv, ks/
kh=0.33, p0=150 kPa, dt=86,400 s, ns=100 and H=5.0m.
For each case in Table 3, the correction factor Cd is unique. Thus, the
Cd factor must be determined again when sizes of the PVD and the
smear-zone change.
Fig. 7. A 3D FE model of a simple unit cell.
Table 1
PT1 – Description and results.
Case Drained-zone size
(m)
Total number of
nodes
Cd Minimum error (%)
1 0.2 1681 0.924 0.61
2 0.3 1485 0.766 0.80
3 0.4 995 0.660 1.35
Table 2
PT2 – Description and results.
Case Drained-zone
element type
Soil-zone
element type
Number of
nodes
Cd Minimum error
(%)
1 Hex20p Hex20p 2147 0.911 1.18
2 Hex20p Prism15p 1809 0.902 1.40
3 Hex20p Tet10p 2206 0.896 1.41
4 Prism15p Hex20p 2351 0.586 1.15
5 Prism15p Prism15p 2105 0.577 1.02
6 Prism15p Tet10p 2483 0.571 1.32
7 Tet10p Tet10p 2075 0.616 3.13
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4.4. PT4: Influence of mesh sizes on the correction factor
All parameters used for PT4 are taken from Case-4 of PT3 except the
element size. The soil-zone is meshed with varied element sizes that
lead to differences in the number of nodes (Table 4). As a general rule of
the FE method, the smaller the element size is, the more accurate the
result is. The number of nodes does not affect only excess pore pressure
results but also the displacement field. Therefore, the maximum set-
tlement vmax (m) at the final calculation step and relative differences ∊
(%) in vmax between Case-1, which has the average mesh size, and other
cases are considered.
Overall, the results from Table 4 show that the effect of the element
size on the correction factor is trivial. Case-1, 2 and 3 have nearly the
same correction factor Cd and the maximum settlement vmax. In Case-4,
the Cd is 0.243 and is slightly smaller compared to Case-1 (0.247). If the
same correction factor from Case-1 is applied to Case-4 (Case-5), error
increases from 1.11% to 1.16% and the relative difference ∊ between
Case-1 and Case-5 is 1.92%.
Choosing an appropriate element size, which produces an accep-
table result, is a general topic of the FE method that is not discussed
here. However, results from PT4 suggest that the unit cell and the up-
scale model should have a similar mesh size to achieve the best results
when applying the VT concept.
4.5. PT5: Influence of soil properties on the correction factor
Soil properties here refer to the vertical hydraulic conductivity and
the consolidation coefficient that can change during the consolidation
process. Usually, the ratios kh/kv and ks/kh are assumed to be constant
over calculation time and are given in advance.
Prism15p is used for all models, and the common parameters are:
re=0.6m, rw=0.03m, rs=0.10m, ns=100, kh/kv=2, ks/kh=0.5,
p0=150 kPa and H=2.0m. The constant time step of each test is
determined so that all tests have the same degree of consolidation at the
final step.
The Cd is determined for Case-1, and it is then applied to other cases.
Table 5 shows that all models have the same error. It means the Cd does
not depend on the soil properties. This result agrees with the original
study of Vimoke and Taylor [7], where the Cd factor was not affected by
the electric analogue resistance. Because of this characteristic, the VT
concept is easy to apply to a nonlinear problem where soil properties
change during consolidation processes, for instance, the hydraulic
conductivity and the bulk modulus are effective stress dependent. The
Cd factor is determined only once with an arbitrary parameter set; then,
it can be applied to the whole simulation time.
4.6. PT6: Influence of discharge capacity
The Cd factor and the model from PT5 are used with different PVD
discharge capacities qw. The other parameters are: ns=100, ks/
kh=0.5, cr=5×10−7 m2/s, kv=1×10−9 m/s, kh= 2kv,
p0=100 kPa and dt=8640 s. To consider the discharge capacity, 1D
elements [18] that have the hydraulic conductivity kw and the cross-
section area Aw are used to model PVDs.
Table 6 shows that the discharge capacity qw does not affect the
correction factor Cd. It is reasonable because the well resistance does
not alter the radial flow. Hence, to be simpler, the Cd factor is de-
termined with models that have infinity discharge capacity (i.e. PVD is
considered as drained boundaries). Then, the factor can be used with
any value of PVDs discharge capacity.
5. Application
This section shows two examples to demonstrate the advantages of
the VT concept for 3D models of PVD systems. The first example is a
real project in Vietnam. A full 3D unit cell model is developed. Then,
the modelled results of the 3D model are compared with results from 2D
axisymmetric model and real monitoring data. In this example, soil
parameters that are obtained from constant strain rate tests and ASTM
D4186 [19] depend on the vertical effective stress, but the correction
factor is determined only once. This example aims to prove the exact-
ness of the VT concept and the proposed procedure.
In the second example, a 3D fictitious model is developed to show
how the VT concept can be applied to larger problems. The well re-
sistance is ignored for both examples.
5.1. First example: A project from Vietnam
A factory in the South of Vietnam was constructed on a large area
that has 17.5m thickness of soft soil. The soil was improved by using
PVDs combined with surcharge loads and vacuum pumps method to
reduce the post-construction settlement and to shorten the construction
time. The installation pattern of the PVDs is square with 1.0m distance.
Sizes of the PVDs and the mandrel are 100mm×4mm and
120mm×60mm, respectively.
The soil treatment process (Fig. 8) started with a 2.8m reclamation
layer, which was filled using the hydraulic method. A 0.5m sand layer
was subsequently added, followed by the installation of the PVDs. To
hydraulically decouple the treated zone, a clay diaphragm wall system
(6.0m height and 1.2 m thickness) was built. On the top, a geotextile
layer and impervious HDPE membranes covered all the treated area.
Then, the vacuum pumps worked for nearly four months. During this
period, a compensation filling layer was also added. The settlement of
the original surface was monitored by surface settlement plates (SSPs)
that were placed after installing PVDs.
The vacuum pressure is considered as a negative pore pressure on
the top boundary and along the PVD boundary in the unit cell model.
The load on the top is a combination of the reclamation layer, the sand
layer, and the compensation layer. The development of the total load
and the vacuum pressure during the construction period is shown in
Fig. 9.
Nine constant rate of strain tests (CRSTs) from 0.0m to 17.5m
depth were conducted. Next, the hydraulic conductivity and the bulk
modulus of the CRS tests were calculated using ASTM D4186. Outputs
are curves of the hydraulic conductivity and the bulk modulus that
depend on the vertical effective stress. These curves are provided as
supplementary materials.
For the square installation pattern of the PVDs with 1.0m spacing,
the radius of the unit cell is re=0.565m. The equivalent radius of the
PVDs is [9]:
Table 3
PT3 – Description and results.
Case rw (m) rs (m) Note Cd Minimum error (%)
1 0.01 – No smear-zone 0.501 0.44
2 0.02 – No smear-zone 0.648 0.55
3 0.03 – No smear-zone 0.783 0.65
4 0.01 0.05 With smear-zone 0.247 0.28
5 0.02 0.1 With smear-zone 0.280 0.33
6 0.03 0.15 With smear-zone 0.304 0.41
Table 4
PT4 – Description and results.
Case Mesh size Number of nodes Cd error (%) vmax (m) ∊ (%)
1 Average 5665 0.247 0.28 −0.1560 0
2 Dense 18,865 0.248 0.16 −0.1556 −0.25
3 Coarse 4286 0.247 0.35 −0.1564 0.26
4 Very coarse 1641 0.243 1.11 −0.1575 0.71
5 Very coarse 1641 0.247 1.16 −0.1594 1.92
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= × + × =r m0.5 0.1 0.7 0.004
2
0.0264w (6)
The smear-zone is twice the size of the mandrel [20]. Hence, the
equivalent radius rs of the smear-zone equals to:
= × × + × =r m2 0.5 0.12 0.7 0.06
2
0.102s (7)
Additionally, the horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the smear-
zone is equal to the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the undisturbed
zone [20]. In this study area, the horizontal hydraulic conductivity is
three times higher than the vertical hydraulic conductivity [21].
To prove the advantages of the VT concept, two models are per-
formed, which are: a full 3D unit cell model with the VT correction
(Fig. 10b) and a 2D axisymmetric model with a fine mesh (Fig. 10c).
Both models are divided into nine layers, corresponding to the nine CRS
tests. The first layer has 1.5m thickness, and others have 2.0m thick-
ness. The 3D model contains 1872 prismatic elements. The simple unit
cell model (Fig. 10a) that is used to determine the correction factor has
a 0.3×0.3m drained-zone, 0.565m radius and 2.0m height. The
correction factor found with the proposed procedure is 0.326.
Although the mesh of the 3D model is coarse (only 1872 elements)
and the 2D mesh is much denser, results from both models are almost
identical, which agree well with monitoring data during the vacuum
pumping period (Fig. 10d).
5.2. Second example: A fully coupled 3D model of a PVD system
A foundation (Fig. 11) is improved with PVDs and surcharge loads
that can derive from filling layers or structural loads on the top
boundary. The installation pattern of the PVDs is 1.5m×1.5m square
(Fig. 11b). In this example, an axisymmetric model cannot give the
horizontal deformation of the foundation. Hence, a full 3D model is
more suitable.
The properties of the PVDs are similar to those described in the first
example (Section 5.1), and the smear-zone is not considered. The sur-
charge load is 150 kPa, and the total consolidation time is 100 days. The
calculation step is 1 day with no sub-step. The drained boundary con-
dition is set along the PVDs and on the top boundary. Soil properties are
as follows: kh=1×10−9 m/s; kv=5×10−10 m/s; Bulk modulus
K=500 kN/m2 and Poisson's ratio υ=0.2. The determined correction
factor Cd is 0.741.
Fig. 12 shows the horizontal deformation and the excess pore
pressure of the last calculation step (after 100 days). The maximum
horizontal deformation is quite large (0.271m). If an axisymmetric
model is used for the analysis, this deformation is ignored, which is
inappropriate in reality.
The calculation was performed with a core i7-6800k and 64 GB
RAM system. The total degree of freedom is almost half a million. The
calculation program allocates less than 21 GB of RAM for the direct
sparse matrix solver. Each calculation step takes nearly 85 s and the
correction factor Cd was found within four minutes.
If the actual shape or the equivalent zones of the PVDs are con-
sidered, the used computer cannot handle the mesh and the matrix
solver. Thus, the advantage of the VT concept is apparent.
6. Discussion
The study proposed a new method based on the Vimoke–Taylor
concept, which has not been applied before, for modelling 3D PVDs
systems. Instead of considering the actual size of the PVD and the
smear-zone, which results in very small elements around the PVD, the
drained-zone is used to represent both the PVD and the smear-zone, in
which the horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the drained-zone is
modified by a correction factor Cd. The method is simple, and it can be
integrated easily into any numerical software. When applying the
proposed approach, the number of nodes decreases, and computational
Table 5
PT5 – Input parameters and results.
Case cr (m2/s) kh (m/s) dt (s) Cd Minimum error (%)
1 1×10−8 1×10−11 864,000 0.505 0.82
2 5×10−8 5×10−10 172,800 0.505 0.82
3 1×10−7 1×10−9 86,400 0.505 0.82
4 5×10−7 3×10−9 17,280 0.505 0.82
5 1×10−6 8×10−9 8640 0.505 0.82
Table 6
PT6- Input parameters and results.
Case qw (m3/year) Aw (m2) kw (m/s) Cd Minimum error (%)
1 1 2.28× 10−3 1.12E−05 0.505 0.88
2 10 2.28× 10−3 1.12E−04 0.505 0.87
3 100 2.28× 10−3 1.12E−03 0.505 0.88
4 200 2.28× 10−3 2.24E−03 0.505 0.88
5 500 2.28× 10−3 5.61E−03 0.505 0.88
Fig. 8. Project scheme.
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costs can be reduced significantly.
Section 5.2 presents an example of consolidation analyses, which
can benefit from this study. Rather than using a plane strain model that
cannot fully capture 3D effects or cannot consider a non-uniform load,
the PVD system can be studied with a full 3D model. Other applications
can be named here such as circular or square foundations, embank-
ments with complicated sloping stratigraphy or varied soil layer
thickness.
With a specific dataset, a correction factor Cd always can be de-
termined by fitting numerical results with analytical solutions of a
simple unit cell model. When applying the VT concept for 2D models,
Fipps [6] concluded that the correction factor is affected by a square
mesh surrounding a drain and a radius of the drain. From patch test
results, a similar conclusion can be drawn.
First, instead of the square mesh of 2D models, the Cd factor for a 3D
model depends on the size of the drained-zone. PT1 shows that when
the drained-zone is smaller, the error is smaller. However, a small size
leads to an increase in the number of elements. Hence, the size of the
drained-zone can be adjusted according to a required accuracy of the
model.
Second, the drained-zone should have a symmetrical and uniform
mesh. Unlike 2D models, the drained-zone of a 3D model is a “box.”
Hence, there are many types of 3D elements that can be used to mesh
the drained-zone. To keep the mesh of the drained-zone uniform, it is
better to use hexahedral elements or prismatic elements. The mesh is
created by extruding two 2D elements along the PVD. PT2 shows that
different element types of the drained-zone requires a different value of
the correction factor. Additionally, tetrahedral elements should be
avoided because it is difficult to have a uniform mesh with this element
type. However, the element type of the soil-zone has not much effect on
the Cd.
Third, similar to the radius of the drain in groundwater models, the
size of the PVD and the smear-zone affect the correction factor Cd.
Results from PT3 indicate that Cd is unique for each dataset of the PVD
and the smear-zone. It is reasonable because both the PVD and the
smear-zone are represented by one centre line and one drained-zone.
When the size of the drained-zone is given in advance, changing the size
of the PVDs and the smear-zone results in changes of the drainage rate
of the drained-zone. Hence, the Cd must be modified to adapt to these
changes.
Four, from PT4, although the mesh size does not significantly im-
pact the correction factor, it is always suggested that the meshes of the
unit cell and the upscale model have a similar element size.
Finally, from PT5 and PT6, it is concluded that soil properties (i.e.
the vertical hydraulic conductivity and the consolidation coefficient)
and the discharge capacity of PVDs do not affect the Cd factor. As the
major idea behind the VT concept is to manage the radial flow around
the open space that does not depend on both soil properties and the
discharge capacity, changing these parameters alter neither water flow
direction nor the dimension of the drain.
Because the correction factor does not depend on the soil properties,
the proposed method is valid for any geotechnical model that use Biot’s
equations for consolidation analysis, for instance, the elastic-plastic
model, or Cam–Clay model. In this study, Barron’s solutions were used.
However, they can be replaced by any analytical solution without any
problem. For example, Hansbo’s solution [2] can be used to simplify the
analytical calculation, or Indraratna’s solution [22] is suitable when
dealing with vacuum pressure. In general, the procedure in Section 3.2
is capable of being applied to other analyses that have the same issues
as 3D models of PVD systems. PVDs can be replaced by sand columns or
Fig. 9. The total load during construction time.
Fig. 10. (a) The simple unit cell model; (b) model-1: the full 3D unit model; (c) model-2: the 2D axisymmetric model – coarse mesh (the horizontal coordinate is
exaggerated 10 times); (d) comparison among the 3D model, the 2D model and field data during the vacuum pumping period.
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wells in land subsidence due to groundwater extraction models.
7. Conclusion
In conclusion, with a calculation domain with many PVDs, detailed
steps to apply the Vimoke–Taylor concept for a fully coupled 3D model
can be summarised as follows:
– Step 1: At the centre position of each PVD, creating a drained-zone
block, which has the cross-section.
– Step 2: Meshing the drained-zone with prismatic elements or hex-
ahedral elements.
– Step 3: Meshing the rest of the domain with any element type.
– Step 4: Modifying the horizontal hydraulic conductivity of the
drained-zone with a correction factor Cd, or khd=Cdkh.
The correction factor is determined for each specific case by the
procedure described in Section 3.2. By minimising error between nu-
merical results and analytical solutions of a simple unit cell with an
optimising algorithm, the Cd factor is always found. Six patch tests were
performed to study factors that can affect the correction factor. The
results of the patch tests indicate that the Cd value depends mainly on
three factors: the size of the drained-zone, the size of the PVD and the
smear-zone and the mesh characteristic of the drained-zone. When one
of these factors changes, Cd must be recalculated. Conversely, Cd is not
affected by changes in the soil properties and the discharge capacity of
the PVD.
The patch tests showed that applying the VT concept for 3D models
of unit cells leads to the average error between numerical models and
analytical solutions, which is less than 2%. For a real case study in
Section 5.1, the 3D model with the coarse mesh produced almost the
same results obtained from the 2D axisymmetric model with the dense
mesh. Results from the patch tests and the case study prove that the VT
concept is the effective approach for 3D models of PVDs systems.
Additionally, open-source software was developed for determining
the correction factor. All information about the software can be found
on GitHub via https://github.com/pham-hung/VimokeTaylor_PVDs.
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6. Discussion and outlook 
Chapter 3 presented the plug-in for FEFLOW to calculate land subsidence magnitude due to 
groundwater extraction based on Biot’s theory. Currently, input parameters for models are 
constant; hence, further developments will consider nonlinear parameters (stress or void ratio 
dependent) that are more appropriate for shallow aquifers and shallow aquitards that have a 
low-stress level. Furthermore, to model earth fissure problems also originated from 
groundwater extraction, a plastic soil constitutive model needs to be added.  
In this dissertation, Pardiso direct solver was used to solve the linear algebra system from 
Biot’s coupled equations. Although this solver is preferable for Biot’s theory because of the ill-
conditioned stiffness matrix, it is not suitable for a large model that has millions of degree of 
freedom; as it requires a large amount of RAM to achieve the best efficiency. Therefore, an 
iterative solver should be considered in this case.  
Chapter 4 proposed to use directly stress-dependent parameters obtained from the CRST. This 
approach is suitable for cases whose consolidation process is loading process (i.e. effective 
stress increases gradually). However, when an unloading process takes place, the unloading 
bulk modulus is usually larger than the loading bulk modulus. Hence, using only stress-
dependent curves lead to an overestimation of deformations during the unloading process. A 
possible solution for this problem is to combine both the proposed approach and the 
traditional method, i.e. using the stress-dependent parameters for the loading process and 
using the recompression index Cr for the unloading process. Furthermore, although a soil 
failure criterion is not essential for unit cell models as soils deform only vertically, a failure 
criterion such as Mohr-Coulomb criterion must be used along with stress-dependent 
parameters for 2D and 3D models to capture realistic behaviours of soils. 
Additionally, the back analysis scheme for the CRST assumes that all elements have the same 
properties (bulk modulus and hydraulic conductivity) at a given time during the test. 
However, for very soft soils such as slurry, the effective stress varies greatly from the top to 
the bottom of the soil sample. This leads to different values of the bulk modulus across the 
depth of the sample. Hence, another nonlinear back analysis scheme needs to be considered 
to handle this situation. The nonlinear CRST theory of Umehara (Umehara & Zen, 1980) will 
be a useful reference. 
Also, in chapter 4, CONAXIS was developed with the main focuses on the CRST and unit cell 
models. It can be expanded to handle data from Rowe’s cell (horizontal consolidation test) as 
there are many commons between the CRST and Rowe’s cell test. To gain more popularity, 
other soil constitutive models such as the perfect elastoplastic model, the modified Cam-Clay 
model should be further included in CONAXIS. Therefore, users can have a choice and can 
compare results from different approaches. 
Chapter 5 demonstrated the advantages of Vimoke–Taylor concept for 3D models of PVD 
systems. The procedure to determine the correction factor can be applied for other analyses 
that share the same difficulties with PVD systems. For instance, PVDs can be replaced with 
sand or stone columns, wells in land subsidence models in chapter 3 or borehole heat 
exchangers. Though the proposed approach was verified with analytical solutions and the unit 
cell model of the field project, it is desirable to validate the method with another real case 
that is similar to the second example in chapter 5. 
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Appendix 
Appendix A: Stiffness matrices of 3D models 
The matrix form of the coupled equation set is: 
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   
    
= = − +  
     
   
1 1
2
3
T Tnoe noe
d d
i
V V
N NN N
I I K G dV G dV
z x x z
 
   
      
= = + + +  
       
    
1 1
4
3
T T Tnoe noe
d d d
i
V V V
N N NN N N
J F K G dV G dV G dV
z z x x y y
 
    
 
= = − 
 
  
1 1
Tnoe noe
d
i p
V
N
H H N dV
z
 
   = =  
1 1
noe noe
T
i p p
dV
M M S N N dV   
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   
  
      
= = + + 
       
    
1 1
T T Tnoe noe
p p y p p p px z
i
f f fdV dV dV
N N k N N N Nk k
P P dV dV dV
x x y y z z
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Appendix B: Stiffness matrices of axisymmetric models 
The matrix form of the coupled equation set is: 
     
     
         
     
     
 =      
      −   +   − − +       0
r
T
z
T T
A B C u F
B D E v F
p t P p t QC E M t P
  
where: 
   =
              
= + + + − + +         
             

   
1
1
4 2
3 3
noe
i
T T T T Tnoe
d d d d d d d d d d
R R R
A A
N N N N N N N N N N
K G rdR K G rdR G rdR
r r r r r r r r z z
  
   
        
= = − + +     
          
   
1 1
2
3
T T Tnoe noe
d d d d d
i
R R
N N N N NG N
B B K rdR G rdR
r z r z z r
  
    
  
= = − +  
   
  
1 1
T Tnoe noe
d d
i p p
R
N N
C C N N rdR
r r
  
   =
        
= + +     
        

  
1
1
4
3
noe
i
T Tnoe
d d d d
R R
D D
N N N N
K G rdR G rdR
z z r r
 
    
  
= = −  
   
  
1 1
Tnoe noe
d
i p
R
N
E E N rdR
z
 
   = =  
1 1
noe noe
T
i p p
R
M M S N N rdR  
   
 
    
= = + 
     
   
1 1
T Tnoe noe
p p p pzr
i
f fR R
N N N Nkk
P P rdR rdR
r r z z
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Appendix C: Shape functions and their derivations 
The mix element approach with second-order elements for the displacement field and first-
order elements for the pressure field was used in this dissertation.  
C.1. Tetrahedron 4 nodes (Tet4) 
 
Tetrahedron 4 nodes – local coordinate (
1 2 3, ,L L L  ) 
 
Shape function: 
 
 =
= = = = − − −
1 2 3 4
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 1 2 3; ; ; 1
N N N N N
N L N L N L N L L L
 
 
Derivations: 
     
  
= − = − = −
  1 2 3
1 0 0 1 ; 0 1 0 1 ; 0 0 1 1
N N N
L L L
 
C.2. Tetrahedron 10 nodes (Tet10) 
 
Tetrahedron 10 nodes – local coordinate (
1 2 3, ,L L L  ) 
 
Shape function: 
= − = − = − = − = − − −
= = = = = =
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 1 2 3
5 1 2 6 2 3 7 1 3 8 1 4 9 2 4 10 3 4
(2 1) ; (2 1) ; (2 1) ; (2 1) ; 1
4 ; 4 ; 4 ; 4 ; 4 ; 4
N L L N L L N L L N L L L L L L
N L L N L L N L L N L L N L L N L L
 
 
Derivations: 
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 
 
 

= − − − − −


= − − − − −


= − − − − −

1 4 2 3 4 1 2 3
1
2 4 1 3 1 4 2 3
2
3 4 2 1 1 2 4 3
3
4 1 0 0 1 4 4 0 4 4( ) 4 4
0 4 1 0 1 4 4 4 0 4 4( ) 4
0 0 4 1 1 4 0 4 4 4 4 4( )
N
L L L L L L L L
L
N
L L L L L L L L
L
N
L L L L L L L L
L
 
 
C.3. Hexahedron 8 nodes (Hex8) 
 
Hexahedron 8 nodes – local coordinate (  , , ) 
 
Shape function and derivations: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
= − − −
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= + − +
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= − + −
= − + +
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
1 1 1
8
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1 1 1
8
1
1 1 1
8
1
1 1 1
8
1
1 1 1
8
1
1 1 1
8
1
1 1 1
8
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1 1 1
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N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
                 
( ) ( )
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


= − − −


= − − +


= − +


= − −


= − + −


= − + +


= + +


= + −

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
1 1
8
1
1 1
8
1
1 1
8
1
1 1
8
1
1 1
8
1
1 1
8
1
1 1
8
1
1 1
8
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
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
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
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
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
= − −


= − +


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

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
1
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1
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1
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8
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1 1
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N
N
N
N
N
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N
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( ) ( )
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( ) ( )
 

 

 

 

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
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
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

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
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
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C.4. Hexahedron 20 nodes (Hex20) 
 
Hexahedron 20 nodes - local coordinate (  , , ) 
 
Shape function: 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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     
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     
  
 
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2
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4
1
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4
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Derivations: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
     

     

     

     

     

     


 = − − − − − − − − − 

 = − + − − − + − − − 

 = − + + + − + − + + 

 = − − + + − − − + + 

 = + − − − + − − − − 

 = + + − − + + − − − 

1
2
3
4
5
6
1
1 1 1 2 1 1
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1 1 1 2 1 1
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 
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 
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 
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C.5. Prism 6 nodes (Prism6) 
 
Prism 6 nodes – local coordinate (
1 2, ,r L L ) 
 
Shape function and derivations with = − −3 1 21L L L  : 
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C.6. Prism 15 nodes (Prims15) 
 
Prism 15 nodes – local coordinate (
1 2, ,r L L ) 
Shape function with = − −3 1 21L L L  : 
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C.7. Pyramid 5 nodes (Pyra6) 
 
Pyramid 5 nodes - local coordinate ( , ,r t s ) 
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Shape function and derivations: 
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C.8. Pyramid 13 nodes (Pyra13) 
 
Pyramid 13 nodes – local coordinate ( , ,r t s ) 
 
Shape function and derivations: 
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C.9. Rectangle 4 nodes (Quad4) 
 
Rectangle 4 nodes – local coordinate (t,s) 
Shape function: 
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C.10. Rectangle 8 nodes (Quad8) 
 
Rectangle 8 nodes – local coordinate (t,s) 
 
Shape function:  
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C.11. Triangle 3 nodes (Tri3) 
 
Triangle 3 nodes – local coordinate (t,s) 
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Derivations: 
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C.12. Triangle 6 nodes (Tri6) 
 
Triangle 6 nodes – local coordinate (t,s) 
 
Shape function: 
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Appendix D: Gaussian points  
In Appendix A and B, integrations contain      / , / , /N x N y N z (for 3D models) and  
   / , /N r N z (for axisymmetric models) need to be calculated. Generally, for a 3D element 
with the local coordinate system (r,t,s) and an axisymmetric model with the local coordinate 
system (t,s), these integrations can be calculated by: 
−
   
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1
N N
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z s
where [J] is a Jacobian matrix. 
For a 3D element    
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 
 
 =
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N
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 and for a 2D element    
 
 
=  
 
  
N
t
J r z
N
s
. 
Integrations in Appendix A and B are calculated using the Gaussian point method. For a 3D 
model, a general form of an integration can be written as  
   
 
   
 , ,
V
N N N
f dV
x y z
. This can be 
approximated with the Gaussian point method: 
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1
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i i
i i i iV
N N N N N N
f dV w f J
x y z r t s
  
where nog is the number of Gaussian points, wi is the weight factor. 
Similarly, for a 2D element: 
=
     
=   
      

1
, , det( )
nog
i i
i i iR
N N N N
f dR w f J
r z t s
 
The following Gaussian points are used in this dissertation. 
Tet4 and Tet10: 4 Gaussian points 
Point L1 L2 L3 wi 
1 0.585410 0.138197 0.138197 0.041667 
2 0.138197 0.585410 0.138197 0.041667 
3 0.138197 0.138197 0.585410 0.041667 
4 0.138197 0.138197 0.138197 0.041667 
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Hex8: 8 Gaussian points 
=1 1 / 3g  
Point r t s wi 
1 - g1  - g1 - g1 1 
2 g1 - g1 - g1 1 
3 g1 - g1 g1 1 
4 - g1 - g1 g1 1 
5 - g1 g1 - g1 1 
6 g1 g1 - g1 1 
7 g1 g1 g1 1 
8 - g1 g1 g1 1 
 
Hex20, Pyra5 and Pyra13: 27 Gaussian points 
= − = =
= = =
1 2 3
1 2 3
3 / 5; 0; 3 / 5
5 / 9; 8 / 9; 5 / 9
g g g
w w w
  
Point r t s wi 
1 g1 g1 g1 w1 × w1 × w1 
2 g1 g1 g2 w2 × w1 × w2 
3 g1 g1 g3 w1 × w1 × w3 
4 g1 g2 g1 w1 × w2× w1 
5 g1 g2 g2 w1 × w2 × w2 
6 g1 g2 g3 w1 × w2 × w3 
7 g2 g1 g1 w2 × w1 × w1 
8 g2 g1 g2 w2 × w1 × w2 
9 g2 g1 g3 w2 × w1 × w3 
10 g2 g2 g1 w2 × w2 × w1 
11 g2 g2 g2 w2 × w2 × w2 
12 g2 g2 g3 w2 × w2 × w3 
13 g3 g1 g1 w3 × w1 × w1 
14 g3 g1 g2 w3 × w1 × w2 
15 g3 g1 g3 w3 × w1 × w3 
16 g3 g2 g1 w3 × w2 × w1 
17 g3 g2 g2 w3 × w2 × w2 
18 g3 g2 g3 w3 × w2 × w3 
19 g3 g3 g1 w3 × w3 × w1 
20 g3 g3 g2 w3 × w3 × w2 
21 g3 g3 g3 w3 × w3 × w3 
22 g1 g3 g1 w1 × w3 × w1 
23 g1 g3 g2 w1 × w3 × w2 
24 g1 g3 g3 w1 × w3 × w3 
25 g2 g3 g1 w2 × w3 × w1 
26 g2 g3 g2 w2 × w3 × w2 
27 g2 g3 g3 w2 × w3 × w3 
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Prism6 and Prism15: 9 Gaussian points 
Point t s r wi 
1 1/6 1/6 -0.7746 0.0926 
2 1/6 2/3 -0.7746 0.0926 
3 2/3 1/6 -0.7746 0.0926 
4 1/6 1/6 0 0.1482 
5 1/6 2/3 0 0.1482 
6 2/3 1/6 0 0.1482 
7 1/6 1/6 0.7746 0.0926 
8 1/6 2/3 0.7746 0.0926 
9 2/3 1/6 0.7746 0.0926 
 
Tri3 and Tri6: 3 Gaussian points 
Point t s wi 
1 1/6 1/6 1/6 
2 2/3 1/6 1/6 
3 1/6 2/3 1/6 
 
Quad4 and Quad8: 4 Gaussian points 
Point t s wi 
1 0.57735 0.57735 1 
2 0.57735  -0.57735 1 
3 -0.57735 0.57735 1 
4 -0.57735 -0.57735 1 
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